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Views differon West’s tactics

for Belgrade Conference

A bout two dozen people — MPs, am-
bassadors. senior civil servants,

journalists and scientists - met recently

round the octagonal table at the Aspen

Institute in Schwancnwerdcr, West Ber-

lin. This select group of Europeans and

Americans were gathered together to cla-

rify objectives and opportunities, tactics

and strategy to the adopted at the Bel-

grade follow-up conference to review

progress on the Helsinki agreement.

This second meeting of the 35

nations which signed the Final Act at

Helsinki two years ago will begin on 15

June in Belgrade, starting with a preli-

minary gathering at sub-ambassador

level to decide on topics and the agenda.

The ambassadors will presumably

meet some time in October, after the

summer recess.

The Belgrade conference will be a far

cry from its predecessor. It will, after all,

serve an entirely different purpose. At

Helsinki and Geneva negotiations were

aimed at agreement between countries

with different social systems on certain

principles and standards of behaviour.

The Helsinki accords were, it was

agreed, to be based on a general consen-

sus, meaning that each and every one of

the 35 participants could in theory im-

pose a veto. At all events it was nearly

two years before agreement was reached.

Unlike H elinski the Belgrade confer-

ence has only one objective, to check

the extent to which the two sides have

stood by their Helsinki commitments.
Everyone will come briefed with a ca-
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talogue of recommendations and omis-

sions, and were it not for the summer
recess the marathon debates would pro-

bably continue for months.

In the West agreement has yet to be

reached on many points. No decision

has so far been aken on whether coun-

tries will sy their pieces individually or

whether some at least will submit a joint

summary of their views and assessments,

“Just the Sort of occasion for a holier-

than-thou approach/
1

a British partici-

pant, at' tho Berlin seminar commented.
He no doubt had the Biblical pietaphor
of the splinter in someone else’s eye in

mind. A Federal Republic veteran of the

Geneva CSGE talks agreed. “It is all a

high-wire act,” he said. “You. have tp try

to exploit every opportunity without

going so far that the other side decides

it lias had enough. Were that to happen,

no one would benefit.”

All the US participants and a number

of the British subscribed to an altoget-

her different viewpoint. Evidently en-

couraged by Mr Carter's new morality,

about which they enthused, they were

ail for letting rip at the Belgrade confer-

ence table. There was a lengthy discussion

on human rights, all concerned agreeing

that their maximum implementation in

East and West is highly desirable and of

the greatest importance. Views differed

solely as to how this objective might

best be achieved.

Advocates of President Charter's poli-

cy on human rights felt that Washing-

ton had for too long appeared indiffer-

ent. For fear of upsetting the Soviet

Union the United Stales had stomached

repealed violations of human rights.

Now, they argued, is the time to make
human rights the linchpin of foreign

policy. This, indeed, is exactly what lhe

American people expects.

If you did not share this opinion you
were left with the impression that the

Carter administration's new morality is

mainly intended to unite US opinion.

“Unlike secret diplomacy" the legal

adviser to a US senator noted, "open di-

plomacy generates backing from public

opinion.”

Yet if human rights are to be given

priority, surely what matters is the de-

gree of success from the viewpoint of

the individual.

Viewed in this light the Carter admi-

nistration's human rights policy has so

far had mainly negative repercussions,

with members of the general public

being arrested, harassed and having their

homes searched.

In the post-Helsinki detente years

1975 and 1976, on the other hand,

1 1,000 people were allowed to leave the

GDR to join members of their family in

the Federal Republic* * .

‘

not to mention t v

36,400 people from

Poland and 15,700 V
people from the So- * -

viet Union. These are

facts which are alrea- 1 .

dy being forgotten In
*

many cases. One
point forcefully ;

.

made at the octago-

nal table was the evi- *

dent ease with which t

political ambition
j

can be given pseudo-
‘

satisfaction. A verbal !

'

tour de force without
.

practical consequen- :

ces can be more im- -
*

pressivc than success

quietly achieved and :

.

not given red-letter L'

treatment. There was
|j

lengthy, hair-split-
j|

ting argument, for

instance, about the

definition of non-in-

tervention. Can radio

transmissions using

directional aerials be

deemed interven-

tion? Does the use of

jamming equipment « -.

lo impede reception DOim VISIl
of these transmis- Senegal's President Leopold Sddar Senghor being welcomed by
sions constitute in- President Walter Scheel In Bonn on 2 Mey. President Senghor

tervention?lsamisaid who wes on a five-day State visit to this country also had

from one country to P°Htlcal talks with Chancellor Helmut Schmidt and Foreign

another intervention?
Minister Ham-Dletrlch Genacher (Phoio: dpn)

Or, for that matter, arms deliveries of what there must be no repercussions on the

ever kind? Salt talks.

nr « Avqmnio * If the claim that there is no linkage
Or, to take another example, is there a nhiertiuMv nmirntp »h»i* wnnM Hp

link between various sectors of negotia-

tion, between Salt and human rights, for

instance?

President Carter says there is no lin-

kage and US participants at the Aspen
seminar agreed with him to a man. The
various talks are entirely independent of

each other.

Yet if this really were the case or, in-

deed, the Russians thought it were, the

Soviet Union could simply opt out of

the Belgrade conference and insist that

Hey! You've lost something

.

(Cartoon: Horst HBitzinger/Nebelsp niter)

were objectively accurate there would be

no point in a number of concepts such
as the quid pro quo which have done
such sterling service over the centuries

- nor yet in the platitude that in one
way or another everything is connected

with everything else.

Social and Christian Democratic
members of the Bonn Bundestag who
attended the Berlin seminar were quick

to intersperse epch other's remarks with

sub-acid catcalls. This ill will was no
doubt attributable to the full-scale Bun-
destag debate on human rights that had
been held not long beforehand.

Tiie Christian Democrats had called

on the government to submit to the
Belgrade conference an exhaustive do-

cumentation covering every conceivable

aspect of human rights arid constituting

a monumental Indictment.’ .

The Federal government, Christian

Democratic speakers told the Bundestag,

is duty bound vto Intervene with all its

might in each and every case.”
'•

• The Social Democrats recalled ! hat

two years previously the Christian

-Democrats had called on
'•

he 'government
hot to Sign the ‘ Final Act of the Hil-

•siriki acco/ds. Basket Three, the' Opposi-

tion had claimed, ' was' mere window-
dressing.

•
•

;
- •

'*) The Bonn coalition of Social and Free

Democrats. countered tliat the Christian

-Democrats’ latest proposal was no doubt
also based on an erroneous assessment

,of the situation,
;

i: “If you
;
want -to reduce..infringements

j i -.i t . Continued On page 2
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Westmustcompromise in its talks

with the developing nations
HMIMM.I f I I- ....

T
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he North-South talks in Paris were ^ssions that it would probably be I

to have been concluded last De- P°,lcy 10 trV to sever the Gordian kno
ceniocr but had to be adjourned because On the other hand it would

l. r^nCilab]e differenccs of view- uiiwise, not to say dangerous, to kepoint. They are now to culminate in late li,e developing countries waiting for iMay or early June in a three-day meeting long. Many of them already harbour <

of Ministers. spicions tl]at !Jle pu^se Qf ^ ^
in the meantime expert remissions exercise “ merely to fob them off un

set up to consider energy, commodities, l
01™ Juncture in the dim and dista

development and finance still have a
fl, *l,re-

heavy workload to get through. In the long run the West cannot m
Consensus remains q distant prospect ^ “

no” to each and every proposal tl

ifi , . ”l
ny yct break down. For- developing countries put forward,

clgn Minister Hons-Dict rich Genscher Cflnnot Reject proposals, and demammay say a constructive dialogue has be- without submitting proposals of its owr

inlf ^ * 10 lW
f

Sldes fo,Iowine on The developing countries rightly a

SnienH^ l iirfrOn“!0n> but lhis ,ndus“ fbimtrtes toT I lillle premslure. selves have In mind. What concesslor

talh had
rf ed

J? 11 the Paris
f,

1* '^prepared to make? How far a,

Yemeni h. NnrtJV'
0^ an impr0' '** prepared ,0 go7 Soon't or ,aler »vement in North-South relations because answer must be forthcoming.

ctorsS 5
e,,in

?
c,osed
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. 3 ,
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osualiy reinvested in the donor coun

Dense with
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s hoped
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f it
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llappens 10 lak« the form opense with the demagogic tirades that assistance.
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n °f interna«onal Frcc trade is no less important. Wes
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e

,?
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S,° poison the a,n,os- ern markets must be opened lid tcphere at, soy, the UN General Assembly. Third World products
P “

hSSS
l,0pes h0VC only partial|y been At the same time the developing

Thi
countries -realise that they, cannot afford™ere ™ay *mvc been a formal im- lo kill the goose on which they will

« »^rsy?t,Xf-e S?AT - -

—
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The developing countries state their P I t

rff^
;d
r
m
f
nd,n8 th6 and the in- VT611SCllCr 1130diratnahsed countries generally shake

' •

ifl
r bead3, Since delegates mostly re-

present several countries or groups of A OTT* A TV.T'

finifted"

the!r '“way “ moreover
. ™nASEAN mi

Petroleum 'exporting countries on ’* j
bound by

.Opec resolutions. Representa- T w,,?
11'™' Thailand, the Philippines,

!'** of
h

the developing; countries are ,he memb<
S
r-

bound by resolutions, of .the Group of S !
he Aaaoeiation of

77. The Nine have, agreed on a joint ap-
* Asian Natlona
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f
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,

a‘ * meeting of the EEC Council SSfViS B
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01 Minister?.

.

with the European Community.
'
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t
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J
s
?

15 merely to fob them off until to need a few bright ideis. It would lie

1

future.

JUnC Ure 111 Hie dim and dlstant deluding itself to . believe that it can
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stecr oiMr of conflicts that arise (or al-
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r
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,

put f»™>rd. It Hfp of luxury on the one hand and un-cannot reject proposals, and demands mitigated poverty on the other
witliout submilting proposals of its own. In a world which Is growing smaller

JrJW* C0l,nlr?« rightly ask day by day conflicts of this kind cannotwhatthe Industrialised countries tliem- be contained. Palestinian and other ter-selves have in mind. What concessions r°rists have demonstrated the optionsare they prepared to make? How far are that are available for purposes of black-they prepared to go? Sooner or later an and harassment. '

answer must be forthcoming. Were North and South to fail to comeit is not, by any stretch of the. imagi- fo terms it would only be a matter ofSaw a
?
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.
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f

terr°risi methods were re-M f
lnvested ,n the donor coun- sorted to in the international struggle

tries jf it happens to take the form of for a fair shoe of the cake
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^ ZTT- , .

The Paris talks represent an opportu-
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1
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directing this struggle into pea-

TSt be opened l|p to
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c
.

eful funnels. Until such time as rcla-Th
!

r
.

d
^orId Products. tions between industrialised and develo-" J
™ “me
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time the dipping P|ng countries are much more relaxed
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W ihat they cannot afford !
!,an at present the prospects of a greq-

,,
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f

goose on which they will
'" degree of liitematlortiil economic and

navt, to rely for some time to come to P0,lt,CQj cooperation will remain daunt-
iay the golden eggs.

.
mg. Klaus Nntorp

They also appreciate that the gap be-
(Frankfurter AUgemsiiu Zettung

: . fUr'DeuIachland, 2 May 197?)

Genscher backs cooperation

>vithASEANmember countries

iMalaysia and Sinwpo^'the
h

member- ind«ienden'

0'”b
^

a,i<i
". of national

Assoc»atiqn of SgStaS% SZSLS&g*
of Minister "

,

p “v' v'ouncu

Only the United States Is really in a

Kv«°
n to

f1
slate ils 0^ case, so that

leaves scant leeway for flexibility.

h
W
tkL

re 8iven t0 understand, a
L^breakthrowh is to he made at theLondon economic summit of the major
industrialised nations of the West

„Jf ,ha North-South talks will be° 'j“ne °[ m™y ferns on the London

tave rn"!
mdustrialiseil countries

Some tend to feej lhat the Paris talks

noml -

pnmanly
j® be regarded in eco-

0(hcrs ,nain*ain that po-
litical decisions are called for first and

In Djakarta President Suhqrto, Foreign
Minister Malik and ASEAN secretarv-
ap.npral r.anoHii tm_ . *

The combiriatioh of national
independence arid regional cooperation
omcides With my own country’s politl-
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.'™’
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Views differ oh
,

Belgrade tactics

Continued from page 1

of human rights the lost thing
to do is to launch a rqH-scale msuch as the dociimentatioh pWjS
The countries subjected to atladTS
when all is said and done, sura hlj
the compliment.”

,

M^lien the Socialist International dm
in Amsterdam tq discuss post-HeliS

.
East-West relations,, and the^g
to be attached to human rights ai mBelgrade conference table there wasw
another version of this same debate.
Some counselled valour,, others dh^

lion Willy Brandt warned the sixtydb-

legajes :of Social Democratic, and Ua
parties,, not to' jeopardise the
ments of detente in the name ofAw
.rights. He wps promptly accused lofsli
ching greater importance, to detente Ha
to human rights.. , . ,

; This surrealist, debate will dogbtks
he pari of the political landscape b
some time to.:come, and arguments ri
be advanced, fast and furiously m
though everyone ,.knows that, there a

nothing to them. ,

In a period of tension no progress!
ever going to be made, on human rigtn

Thus detente is a sine qua non ofi

more liberal outlook and greater rep/
for human rights. So you cannot be h
the one and against the other].

•If you are in favour of human right1

you must automatically approve of A
tonte, while if detente is your first con-

cern you will appreciate that the relax*

tren of tension led to the Helsinki

agreement.

And, the Helsinki accords marked Iht

first time lignin rights and fw?ic frw-

doms,-' including freedom of opinion,

conscience, creed and conviction, w
mode the subject of intergovemmec.'

agreement.
. Marion Griffin Ddnhofl *

(Die Zell, 22. April IWi

vesting in Indonesia must, be. entitled

trade there. .Last but not least, the d

taxation agreement drawn up In 15

must finally be signed.

President Suharto promised to act

all points.“That was the most encoun

lng *

1

interview we -have had so fai

one industrialist commented.
The Foreign Minister, as leader of 1

Free Democrats, the junior partner in

Bonn coalition, took the. ripws to

home in his stride, Coalition, disputes

Hesse cannot be dismissed with a wa

of the hand, a source dose to *. H<

Genscher is reported as saying, but the

is no cause for/ alarm.', Bemt. Conrad

(Dio Walt, 2*7 April 19;
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Struggle

to control their parties

T here have been two post-war “mi-
racles” in this country: the much-

vaunted economic miracle and the po-
litical stability that has reigned for near-

ly thirty years.

There, has been no swift succession of

governments undermining democracy
from within. Substantial freedom has
been combined with sufficient exercise

of authority.
;

Last but not least there hSs been but

a handful of political parties — on tbc
face of It but two major parties which
seemed set to take turn's at government
In accordance with the very textbook of

parliamentary democracy.
• This picture of political stability !$

still Intact .

1 but the Existence of .lioiriino

rifts is undeniable,’ Both 1 major- parlies

old shbwlng signs' of weak leadership,

which could prove to be the precursor

of disintegration. < ;
-

Chancellor Schmidt Is having 1

to dross

swords with his party, the Social Demo-
crats, on matters of political profile. This
is ironic inasmuch as the SPDs

s lock of
profile proved very much to Herr
Schmidt's' advantage in Inst year's gener-
al election.

At times the Chancellor already seems
to have thrown in the towel, resignedly

voicing his own views regardless whet-
her or not he might end out on a limb,

a Chancellor without a parly.

Opposition loader Helmut Kohl led

his Christian Democrats to impressive
pains at I be polls. The CDU/rsU. Kick-
ed by 48.6 per cent of the electorate,

was billed ns an Opposition that would
pack punch.

This epithet proved a little premature,
since Herr Kohl found he had his work
cut out in maintaining Opposition unity.

Besides, the Opposition may have

fared well in some parts of the country,

such as Hesse, and may have felt encou-
raged by voting trend analyses, but

Helmut Kohl can hardly be said to have

been swept along on the crest of a wave
to the brink of a majority at the polls.

The truth of the matter, albeit a latent

crisis as yet; is that neither of tlie two
major parties is currently in a position

I
II view of developments in a number
of Federal states the national executive

of the Social Democratic Party (SPD)
has called on the party to demonstrate
greater unity and cleanliness in its po-
litical dealings.

SPD chairman Willy Brandt laid

down a number of guidelines which,
said Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, would
ehsure that Social Democrats remained
fit to govern for some time to conie if

only they W’crc acted on.

The Christian Democrats accused thc
SPD of being unfit to govern and called

on the Free Democrats, junior partners
In the Bonn coalition, not 6t allow thfem-
solves to

1

be dragged into the quag-
mire. :

CSU leader Franz Josef Strauss,

chairman of thc Christiali Democrats*
Bavarian wing, is on record as voicing
similar sentiments. : • ' •

«

Egon Bahr, SPD business manager,
hbted that the Social Democrats

1
nation-

al executive has agreed with Willy
Brandt on five points:-

^ Public responsibility must not be
linked with personal advantage.
— Public responsibility must be borne

to formulate cither Government or Op-
position policies on leading issues of the.

day. i ..

- Both are afraid ,to frame a clear view-

point lest it [dash with basic ideology

and prove detrimental to the party’s li-

kelihood of gaining, an electoral . or, in-

deed, parliamentary majority. • -

,

» When pensions oye'.on the agenda

there, are proposals fo replenish ppnsion
funds by borrowing ffom the health in-
surance scheme. When.hcaltli insurance

is at issue the pension fund will doubt-

less be called pn to redress t|ip balance.
#

In pensions debates the burden ,pf tax-

ation is agreed
. jo . be heavy,, while.in

taxation debates gpveniment spokesman
claim that moderate tax jnprepses bear

consideration, since social security con-

tributions are what really sling the tax-

payer.

Basically both sides fervently Hope
that d fresh miracle will let them off thd
hook. If only ‘the economy were to re-

sume ils headlong growth, higher social

security contributions and tax revenue
would solve at one fell swoop the prob-
lems facing the pension and' health in-
surance schemes and the Exchequer.

At this point many people seem to be
tiring of civilisation mid favouring a

“dcmocra lisalion” that would nip eco-

nomic growth in the hud by blocking

the development of nuclear power.

In the post-war reconstruction period
prosperity was both boosted and
redistributed In such a way as to keep
dissatisfaction lo a minimum. While
some fell their differentials were being
whittled away, others maintained that

the trend towards egalitarianism was not
proceeding fast enough.

At the present juncture any further

attempt at redistribution is bound to af-

fect incentives, so much so that it is

hard to forecast whether more voters
will be attracted than are repelled.

When highly-skilled workmen .are

taxed to the hilt and retired senior civil

servants who. heed the services of a
health visitor are no longer able to af-

ford the expense and have to apply for

Brandt calls on

SPD to keep up

its standards

on as many shoulders as possible.
- — Lack of restraint in public utter-
ances must be kept in check.
- Mistaken ideas as to the role of

groups within the party must be correct-
ed.

— The activities of such groups must
be curbed.

SPD practice In dealing with dona-
tions, Herr Brandt added, must be Irre-

proachable. The party relies on dona-
tions,' but they must not be linked With
expectations of any kind. This is a point
on Which the SPD must set ittelf the
highest standards. ' ‘ *

••
:

At the Hambiirg party conference in

November, Herr Bahr announced, guide-
lines specifying that no one may hold
mote than two paid offifces simulta-
neously without : the'

‘
party leadership's

express approval Will be submitted for

public assistance thc time has come to

renlise that action must be taken.

The major oplotical parties will have
lo reach decisions even if they jeopard-

ise potential majority support In the
process.

The Social Democrats* concern with
theory may have proved useful .while the
SPD was in opposition, but on the go-
vernment benches it lias all but proved
the party's undoing.

Government moves are regularly

measured by ideological yardsticks with-
in the party, and either questioned,

hampered or bereft of credibility/

Let us slightly overstate the case and
soy that Willy Brandt was long undis-
puted as Chancellor because he chose
not to govern, except .in the special and
limited 'sphere of Ostpo/ftik, and thus
managed to maintain party unity be-
cause Social Democrats of all hues were
stijl in a wait-and-see mood.
Helmut Schmidt is unable to 'govern

because to do so he would have to' fii^

thc gauntlet of a party lie does not have
un(ler control,

. .

'

For. tlile Christian Democrats, on lhc
other hand, gbVernmcnt was.a cohesive
factor. When they were foiled to relin-

quish the reigns of power this- motive
Was replaced by the desire ' 19 ’regain

But Christ jah Democrats too ire
having to take sides in a dash between
- again to oversimplify matters - free-

dom and equality, and Opposition leader

Helmut Kohl is coming in for criticism

as a weak leader.

Helmut Schmidt has an inclination to
lord it over a party that will not stand
for this sort of behaviour from the likes

of him.

Helmut Kohl tends towards com-
promise, much to thc chagrin of a parly

which i
c
- united in its devin for lough

measures and disagrees merely on the
measures that nebd taking.

Vet both arc no more than marginal
aspects of a more deep-sealed problem,
as was the result of last October's gener-
al election.

If Herr Schmidt had fared better at

the polls he might be finding it even
harder to withstand pressure from with-
in the SPD to. press ahead and imple-
ment full equality.

The Chancellor must come lo realise

that more equality at the present junc-
ture would call the entire system into
question. Friedrich Kari Fronime

(Frankfurter Allgemfllne Zeltung
fOr Deutschland, 26 April 1977)

consideration. The number 1 of unpaid
appointments is also to be reduced:

With regard to public utterances Egon
Bahr noted that Gflnter Jansen, SPD
leader in Sclileswig-Holstelnl had -le-

velled swingeing criliclsm at Chancellor
Schmidt that Klaus Bfilling, Bonn go-
vernment spokesman, had felt obliged to
refute. .1

- The reference- to the role of. groups
within the- party, Herr Bahr explained,

was made mainly with the Jungsozfalis-

len in mind, while the final point refer-

red both to a recent conference of left-

wingers and to members of
.
the right-

wing Fritz Erlcr Society. ,

Egon Bahr concluded that Social

Democrats may, of course, continue to
break these “Five Commandments”, but
breaches would in future be disciplined.

,

The session of, :the national executive
had: dealt mainly with the internal state

of the SPDj icombining •

“a . higlv degree

of objectivity ond .fl .minimum , of per-

sonal controversy." ..s

•y Herr, Bahr,-denied that the Hesse
.coalitioni of Social and Free Democrats
is on the yetge of collapse. The situation

' . i Continued oripage
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Young Socialists

: back leaderin

dash with party

T he rump executive of the Jungso-
zialisten, tlie Social Democratic

youth organisation, has vehemently pro*
tested against the disciplinary measures
imposed by

,
the party, on' Klaus-Uwc

Bennett, who was elected Jiiso leader at
the end

pf lylarch.

.
Affer several hours of heated debate

the .remaining six members of the ex-
ecutive maintained that;Bennetqr’s views
as expressed in an interview with konk-
ret, a left-wing magazine, in no way war-
ranted the disciplinary measures taken.

In the magazine interview KUus-Uwe
Benneter claimed that SPD membership
Is

;

not a matter • of principle' where
JiingsoziaJIslcn aro concemed. ’

'

The SPD ' executive decided to su-
spend his 1 pnrty : membership and insti-

gate expulsion proceedings, but Social

Democratic leaders now seen} keen 1 to
softpedal the clash.

The Juso executive's Four-and-a-half-
page resolution defended Bcnneter’s
views, claiming that they in no way. con-
flicted with fundamental Young Socialist

opinion. It also levelled strongly-worded
allegations at thc SPD and made pro-
vocative assertions.

SPD spokesman Lothar Schwartz
merely noted, however, that the youth
organisation was in the process of
clarifying its views. TheSPD executive,he
added, had nothing more to say because
Klaus-Uwe Benue ter's expulsion
proceedings were sub judicc.

On 5 May there was to be a meeting
between the rump /uso executive and
SPD chairman Willy Brandt with a view
to resolving differences of opinion.
The Juso resolution accuses the SPD

of resorting to intolerable measures
against Klaus-Uwe Benneter — measures
designed to harm the party's reputation.
The SPD. its youth organisation

claims, has stopped short at reviewing
i he real problems that have given rise to
thc crisis in confidence.

These reasons are listed as the at-

tempt to go back on election 'promises
to old-age pensioners, unconstitutional
phone-tapping and bugging, financial

scandals involving leading Social Demo-
crats and the Bonn government's inabil*

ity to take , effective action against un-
employment.

At SPD headquarters the party has
decided to await further developments.
Solidarity with Klaus-Uwe Benneter is

expected to be widespread, even among
people who do not share his political

views. The SPD does not anticipate fur-
ther disciplinary measures for the time
being. -

The disciplinary measures against
Klaus-Uwe Benneter have left his politi-
cal- adversaries on the Juso executive in
an awkward position.

They. have no option but to oppose
his expulsidn < from the - party even
though they realist that the SPD execu-
tive had little option. • i’ :

Klaus-Uwe Benneter overstepped even
the Juso mark . in calling SPD ' member-
ship Into question arid falling; to be spe-
cific about) his: IViews ion relations with
the Communists.::

: The emergency session
.
of :.the Juio

executive -did not ;elect a successor to
Herr: Benneter/ His. six:deputies. plan tp
'govern by collective leadership,.A larger

goverrii ng body of: the Jungsozfalistcn. is

shortly to convene and reappraise the si-

tuation. r -.'.li:-.\r.

•
: .(HandeUblitt, 29 April 197?)
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Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker

heads peace research institute
Thu public knows little about the work
done by the physicist and philosopher
Carl Friedrich von WeizsHcker end his
team in their "think tank" on Lake
Starnberg in Bavaria. Tha Lake Starnberg
branch of tha Max Planck Institute has
for many years been engaged in conflict
research and the analysis of conditions of
life in our scientific-technical world.

T he Alpine landscape ifiat surrounds
tlie little Ricmerschmid Castleiover-

looklng Lake Starnberg Is representative of
a world still intact. But the researchers
within the walls of the castle arc concerned
with conflicts rather than with a healthy
world — conflicts which render person-to-
person and nation-tc-nntion relations bel-
ligerent and menacing.

Today the castle houses a “think tank”
of the Max Planck Institute for Research
into the Conditions of Life in the Scienti-
fic-Technical World.

This Is a long name fora research insti-
tule; but its iniliatorand director, the phy-
sicist and philosopher Girl Friedrich von
Weizsitcker, wanted the name to convey
something about the endeavours behind it.

Peace and conflict research were too nar-
row terms for Herr von WeizsHcker, al-
though the institute obviously deals with
l hose subjects os well.

The term peace research is customarily
associated with the military dimension of
conflict. Says von WeizsHcker: “What we
have in mind are living conditions of hu-
manity and, of course, conditions of sur-
vival as well and, hence, peace."

ft is no coincidence that Carl Friedrich
von Weipflcker, 64, was appointed to head
tins institute. As a former disciple and co-
worker of such famous physicists as Wer-
ner Heisenberg, Niels Bohr, Otto Hahn
and Lise Meitner he already had a remark-
able scientific career behind him when he

k began to develop the Lake Starnberg insti-

tute in 1970.

Von WeizsScker was a Professor of Phy-
sics at Gfitlingcn University during the
post-war years. There he delved particular-
ly deeply into nuclear research. But in
1957 he switched disciplines entirely by
becoming Professor ofPhilosophy at Ham-
burg University.

The pfiysies-philosphy link which has
been so significant to our century was been
virtually institutionalised by Carl Friedrich
von WeizsScker.

.

But It was in no way self-evident for
such a combination of academic subjects
to lead to peace and conflict research in
the end.

His interest in this subject probably has
to do with his personal history. As he- put
it, As a politically alert physicist I have to
observe my duty." In this connection, Here
von WeizsHcker points to the United States
where physicists who were aware of the
consequences of nuclear fission in the
form of the atom bomb became deeply
committed politically.

Carl Friedrich von WeizsScker - a
brot her of the prominent CDU Member of
Parliament Richard von WeizsHcker - has
never been lacking in such commitment.
He has frequently criticised Bonn policy,
and since he began delving into the roots
of war and peace he has been a frequent
ami uncomfortable admonisher.

This commitment eventually led to the
establishment of the Lake Starnberg Insti-
tute Says Herr von WeizsScker; “1 founded
the Institute because somebody had to do
it and because no one else had the oppor-
tunity to do so."

Herr yon WeizsHcker had to assert him-
self against considerable opposition from
representatives of industry at the Max
Planck Society.

Once appointed director, Herr von

WeizsHcker soon indicated how he intend-
ed to pursue his work by the names of the
people with whom he surrounded himself.
Among his foremost collaborators is the

sociologist JUrgen Habermas, '47, whose
reputation as a critic of capitalism extends
far beyond the borders of the Federal Re-
public of Germany. Herr Habermas is

something like a bridge between physics
and philosophy on the one side and socio-
logy on he other at Lake Starnberg.

For Carl Friedrich von WeizsHcker there
is a connection between economy, society
and prevention of war. And the social
component in preventing wars has as
much importance for him as do military
and strategic aspects;

Internal social peace has as much direct
influence on war or peace, says Here von
WeizsHcker as do political and strategic
elements. Says he: “History knows of
many wars which broke out because a go-
vernment was unable to cope with its in-
ternal problems.”

The Starnberg Institute is divided into
two sections. The first Work Group, head-
ed by von WeizsHcker himself, deals with
political research, pondering problems of
philosophy and strategy, physics and
science.

The second Work Group, headed by
Jtlrgen Habermas, deals with social and
economic aspects. A third Work Group, to
be established later, is to devote itself to
the problems of international economy.

.

There are at present 34 scientists work-
ing at the Institute. These are augmented
by a number of students. Moreover, the In-
stitute has 35 non-scicntific posts, among
them librarians, administrative staff, ar-
chivists, etc.

As it grew, the Institute was unable to
find the necessary space in the Rie-
mcn sellmid Castle and had to rent three
additional buildings.

Group work predominates at the Lake
Starnberg Institute, whose DM I million
annua! budget is financed by the Federal
and State Governments and, to a small
extent, by private contributors. A research
project is usually proposed and carried out
by a group consisting of between three and
five scientists.

Direct counselling of politicans — as in-

Carl Friedrich von WelztHckar

(Photo: Sven Ski)

itially envisaged - is no longer in Iheto
ground . . . perhaps because Bonn is m
sufficiently availing itself of such scnlca

.

But such counselling is still done, as b
instance in the case of the Federal Minislq

of Research which commissioned a stud)

on the development and supplying ofn-
ergy needs — a hotly debated subject.

The study arrived at the conclusion Hi*

more research Is necessary into eneig

saving techniques and conventional now
plants.

Asked about the controversial nuclei

power stations, Here von WeizsHcker said.

My concern about the special problems in

connection with nuclear reactors has di-

minished due to delving into this problem

deeply, although it has not been entirely

eliminated. But none of this has helped to

dispel my concern about the still unsolved

political problems in this connection."

The Lake Starnberg Institute criticises

more than ft counsels in the twIt\\ ol

tics. As the researchers put it, they wx?
like to play the role of a critical public n

order to induce politicians to act in a mw
peaceful and commonsense manner. This

is where they see their greatest opportuni-

ty
* Heinz Verfllhrth

(Ktilner Stadt-Anzelgor, 23 April 19H1

Continued from page 3
had looked critical, he agreed, but mat-
ters have since been settled.
The national executive of the Free

Democrats has also reviewed the situa-
tion in Hesse, concluding that despite
recent disputes the FDP has every inten-
tion of maintaining its coalition with
the SPD there.

The Christian Democrats indirectly
advised the Free Democrats to upset the

fl

Jl
d
_pul1 out of their coalitions2WPD 111 Hesse* North Rhine-

Westphaha and Berlin. CDU Bundeslagde-
puty Wdh Weiskirch noted that “coura-
geous Free Democrats” were needed
men of the calibre of the FDP deputies
who crossed the floor in Lower Saxony.

The FDP fails to realise how serious

!** Opposition leader
Helmut kohl told the CDU executive. It
is being made to feel increasingly insc-
cure by the process of disintegration
wdhin the SPD and increasingly being
pulled into the quagmire.
The SPD, lie maintained, is no longer

Hi to govern but is holding on to power
with the aid of the FDP. thereby gra-
dually calling into question parliamen-
tary democracy’s ability to function.
The crisis within the Social Democra-

tic Party, Herr Kohl concluded, must
not be allowed to assume the propor-
tions of a crisis of government in the
country ut large,

(Dm Tagcsspidgol, 26 April 1977)

T he decision of Anke Fuchs, the onlyA woman member of the Executive
Committee of the Metal Workers’ Union
to accept the post of State Secretary in the
Federal Ministry of Labour caused a stir in
trade union circles.

The discomfiture there is not so much
due to the gap that will be caused by the
unexpected appointment as to the prob-
lems created by the departure of a woman
who has stood on her own feet in a tough
mans world. This is certainly an accolade
lor Anke Fuchs as a politician.

Politics has been part and parcel of her

jjf®

8ul« childhood.The former Hamburg
Mayor Nevennann is her father, and both
her grandfathers were Social Democrats
and trade unionists. As a result, she has
been familiar with the unpleasant sides of
politics since her schooldays - including
inudshngmg by the boulevard press.

of those early experiences
could keep her out of politics. On the con-

iu'i

d'tticulties acted as a spur.
Whenever mention Is made of the fact

that she might have to deal with the two
most touchy subjects in the Labour Min-
istry at present, namely National Health
Insurance and the Pension Funds, far from

_
b

„

e 'n
,

B “.'-'yes ligl,t “P and she

most InBonn"
* l00klnE

.

r°™a[d 10

“^-confidence of this young

“J
1" ls

n

°' Quite -10 - rests on a
solid foundation.,She Is a full-fledged law-
yer and her work wlih the trade union

Metal Workers Union
executiveAnke Fuchs
takes ministerial post

Anke Fuchi .

(Photo: Sven Simon)
rank and file in her early years has provld-

SjJ®* exPerie”ce in social

enf™ £ f

118
’ c

?.
n

!
bined With an inher-

for politics, has finally led to a
personality which, apart from astuteness, is

marked by cooperativeness and a v

being inconspicuous, which rendei

particularly effective in politics.

It is by no means coincidental thf

thoroughbred politician laments
advance ofyoung university graduate

executive positions — graduates \

prime concern is their own careeram
are therefore of necessity narrow-m:
tmd opportunistic with ideas that are

tically unsound.
But neither opportunism nor sol

dulling are traits of Anke Fuchs, wh
always been committed to democrat
cialism.

_ :
Those, too, who- see in the new*

Secretary a trade union lever fa. Go
ment will have to revise their yfew
though she will continue to think as !

de unionist, Frau Fuchs wili certainly
no orders from quarters with wliich s

no longer connected.
It is not suiprising that the trade ur

wer^ loath to see such a strong poll

personality go. Perhaps they should
granted her wider scope of action in (

to prevent her from yielding not. on.
the political lure of the new task, but

to family considerations.

;

.
Her husband is a high-ranking go>

ment official in Bonn, and the family,
its two children of school age, can at la

united again instead of getting tQgethe

weekends only. • Ernst GilnterVeit

(Frankfurter Ailgemelne Zfr

.
?. • .

j ,:1 . fflr'-Peu.Uctyandp .28, April 1,
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Baader-Meinhofterrorism

trialmakes legal history
After a two-year trial, three members of

the Ba8der-Meinhof group accused of

terrorism hove been sentenced to life

Imprisonment in Stuttgart. They are

Andreas Baader, Gudrun Ensslin, and
Jan-Cerl Raspa. A fourth member, Ulrike

Meinhof, committed suicide a year ago In

prison. The three accused were not in

court when sentence was pronounced on
the 102nd day of the trial.

N ewspapers which, at the beginning of

the Baader-Meinhof trial in Stuttgart*

Stnmmhcim, spoke of the “trial of the cen-
tury" were wrong. Criminal trials rarely

make history.

And this century has, after all, seen the

acquittal of Captain Dreyfus In France, the

kangaroo trials of the Weimar Republic,

the sentencing of Hitler for high treason to

confinement in a fortress, the trial sur-

rounding the Reichstag Fire and, finally,

the belated attempt at coping judicially

with million-fold murder, culminating in

the Auschwitz Trial.

Compared with all these trials, the bank
robberies and the murderous bomb attacks

in Frankfurt and Heidelberg attributed to

the “Red Army Faction” will be forgotten

just as soon as will the mammoth trial

which is now nearing its end in Stuttgart-

Stammheiin.

There is not a shred of hope left for the

terrorists of the seventies to hang on to

that they will ever come to power in this

country. Their bloody tracks lead nowhere.
And yet they - above all the hard core

of the Baader-Meinhof group — achieved
something rather important: Their crimes
and the trial pertaining to them have made
legal history - and they did so to an extent

rarely achieved by so few people in such a

short time and so relatively simply.

Criminal trial proceedings, the rights of

counsel and laws governing penal proce-
dures were amended for Andreas Baader,

Ulrike Meinhof, Gudrun Ensslin and Jan-
Carl Raspe.

The accused were also instrumental in

bringing about amendments of the Crimi-
nal Code and inclusions in it of several

crimes (although these amendments can
not be applied to the people on trial In

Slammheim).
They were, moreover, responsible for

the fact that an inalienable principle as set

down In the Human Rights Convention
(the principle whereby everybody is to be
deemed innocent until proven guilty in a
court of law, and hence the absolute ban
on public anticipation of the guilty verdict)

was violated without objection on the part
of the tribunal - not only by the boulevard
press, but also by prominent members of
the Bundestag.

It was certain beyond the shadow of a

doubt long before the trial began that the
crimes attributed to the Baader-Meinhof
group were in fact committed by that circ-

le. Subsequently, the accused themselves
said in a statement which couid not go on
record as an admission of guilt in legal

terms that they accepted “responsibility”
for the bomb attacks.

The accused have time and again and
from the very beginning denied that this

tribunal and the judicial system as a whole
have any jurisdictioh over them and have
thus refused to participate in the' trial as

required by criminal court procedures.'
'

'

They attempted to continue their cri-

minal activities from their cells arid, in
doing so, they made use at times of sym-
pathetic and in some instances accessory

defence counsellors. They thus made it ex-

tremely difficult for prosecutors and
judges to retain an unbiased attitude.

Even those defence lawyers retained by
the accused themselves who can be deem-
ed absolutely innocent of conspiring with

them — and this innocence can be assum-
ed of all lawyers who were not excluded

from the proceedings before or shortly

after the trial began — have found it ex-
tremely difficult to adequately defend
their clients.

Has the Baader-Meinhof trial been con-
ducted with the necessary circumspection

and regard for fair play? This question is as

justified here as it is in any trial involving

capita! crimes - especially in view of other
pending or concurrent trials of terrorists.

•

The credibility of a constitutional

democratic state and tha confidence in
its ability to cope with extremism In a
just manner contributes more towards
making young people abandon the idea
of changing our system by means of
violence than does the deterrent effect of
punishment.

The Stammheim trial began with a sin

of omission. Theodor Prinzing. the presid-

ing judge.was not appointed to try this case

in keeping with normal and “legal" court

procedures; he was hand-picked and pro-

moted specifically for the purpose of this

trial by those who bore the political re-

sponsibility.

This was well meant, and it was in no
way done with the objedim ul making the
sentence a foregone conclusion. State

High Court Panels deal in the normal
course with complicated legal questions
but rarely with accused who are
themselves complex.

As a result it was considered necessary

to appoint an experienced man as the pre-

siding judge. Prinzing had proved himself
in post-war Nazi trials where he had to

deal with extremely forgetful albeit coope-
rative accused.

But this did not help him in his new
task, and he was clearly the wrong man for

the job. Much of the trouble he got into

during the trial was of his own making. He
forced the other four judges of the pane!
(in a phalanx of spite and self-preserva-

tion) to reject motions of bias by the
defence even when their justification was
self-evident.

On one occasion, Judge Prinzing altered

a taped record of the proceedings by falsi-

fying his threatening remark to the
defence: “If you continue this way, we
shall get on with the trial at a time that will

be impossible for you
”

He subsequently added to the transcript

In his own writing, falsifying the record,

. . we shall not get on with the trial at a
time that will be impossible for you " This
was clearly done as a precaution against a
motion of bias.

Prinzing admitted to journalists in stric-

test confidence that he always consulted
the appeals court judges who would hove
to deal with an appeal before making fcriy

major decisions.

There have always been tried and proven
legal techniques of making rulings ,fap-
peal-proof". But until theStammheim trial

it had been considered unthinkable that

individual decisions in the course of the
proceedings would also 1 be subject to “re-

insurance” with the court of appeals;

The fact that Prinzing Was fully aware of
being in the wrong was borne out by his

insisting that this revelation be handled in

An .artist's Impression of the three defendants In court, Jan-Carl Raspe, Andreas
Baader and Gudrun Ensslin. (Photo: dpa)

confidence by the journalists. Court insi-

ders explain the fact that Judge Prinzing

rcvcnlcd such irregularities in the first

place with his love-hate relationship with

the media.

Prinzing's discussion partner at the

Third Panel of the appeals court was
Federal Judge Albrecht Mayer. But Judge
Mayer is burdened by a trauma.

It was he who presided over the Third
Panel of the Federal Court which, as far

back as 1972, wanted to exclude Attorney
Otto Schily, the chosen (as opposed to

court-appointed) defence counsellor of
Gudrun Ensslin, from all further participa-

tion in the proceedings.

The reason for this was that Ulrike
Meinhof had a letter on her from Frau Ens-
rtin at the lime yf her arrest in June 1972
and that Attorney Schily had only just
visited his client in prison.

But such suspicions have remained
unsubstantiated to this day. As a result, the
Federal Court ruling barring Otto Schily
from the trial was subsequently reversed
by the Federal Constitutional Court as le-

gally unfounded.

Although the legal framework for the

barring of lawyers from trials has mean-
while been created, it can still only be
applied in cases where it can be proven
that the defence counsellor has abused
his privileged position.

It seems evident that Judge Mayer never
quite managed to get over his defeat in
trying to bar Attorney Schily from the pro-
ceedings.

Last summer he forwarded the record of
a police interrogation of a Stammheim
prosecution witness and an exerpt of
Stammheim court records to his close

friend Herbert Kremp, editor-in-chief of
the daily Die Welt, asking him to continue
the attack on Schily through the media.

These papers, which should at best have

The two-year Baader-Meinhof trial

which began on 21 May 1976, cost the

'

State 20 million deutsohmarks of
which 12 million alone went on a
specially constructed courthouse- at
Stuttgart. Security arrangement! for
the judges and lawyers odst 600,000
deutsohmarks, while a -further two
million marks was spent on protecting
defence counsel and experts and
Witnesses,. About 20,000 people vi-

sited the public gallery while security
guards. spent a total of 200,000 hours
on duty. The trial record comprises’

16,000 pages, tontainlrig statements
by 400 witnesses and experts, 96
deposition! Alleging prejudice, as
well tu numerous application^ for a
stay In the proceedings, • »

been made available only to those involved
in the trial, were sent to Judge Mayer by
Prinzing, who claims to have been comple-
tely unaware of the use to which they were
intended to be put.

Can all these details, which could be
greatly augmented, be termed bagatelles

without effect on the body of the law -
especially in a case where the guilt of the
accused was virtually established from the
very beginning?

The realisation that justice can be unjust
not only in its rulings, but also in the man-
ner in which it arrives at such rulings, has
never been very widespread in Germany.
To the people in this country it is almost
inconceivable that miscarried justice can
be meted out even to a guilty parly — be-
cause only God knous that he is guilty. but
not the judges.

Can anybody conceive of a judge who
thinks nothing of reversing the meaning
of a sentence in court records and who is

unperturbed by the fact that he has made
the court of appeals — which at one point
might have to handle an appeal by the ac-
cused — an accessory to his rulings and
thus rendered that court useless to the ac-
cused?

Does no one fear a judge who is so
biased as to ask the Press to continue per-
secuting a man whom he can no longer
reach through the arm of the law? How
does anyone with such a mentality
become a Federal Judge In the first
place?

The sum total of violations of the law in
the Stammheim trial, wliich climaxed in
the electronic snooping on the conver-
staions between accused and defence at-
torneys, induced the chosen defence coun-
sellors to absent themselves from the last

phase of the trial and to forego closing
pleas on behalf of their clients. .

This is something between them and
their own consciences. What they left at
Stammheim in the, wake of such action
was a grim spectacle: empty benches
where the accused and their chosen law-
yen should have sat. And what the Court-
appointed lawyers had to say was in no way
better.

They, wlio hid never exchanged a single
word with the accused, unanimously called
for a mistrial. If their plea were granted It

would mean the releaseof the still-remain-

ing three terrorists of the Cariy days of ter-

rorism.
' ' 1 ' : ••• *•

;
Bilt this wili'not coifie to pas*. Still, was

the demand for a mistrial as voiced by the
cdUrt-appointed lawyers, who can certainly
riot be susjbected of personal sympathies
with the accused, entirely unfounded?

: Our judicial system has only inadequa-
tely passed the test to which it was put in
the Stammhelm 1 rial:.- HansSchueier *

, (bloZBii, S9 April 1977)
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HANOVER FAIR I

Investment climate shows a
noticeable improvement

E very year, as the Hanover Fair
opens, economic soothsayers moke

predictions. Only two or three years ago
they were out-and-out optimistic as if
they had to will an upswing.

Last year they were rather reserved
and this year they jubilantly announced
how right they were to have been so re-
served because there was no upswing in
sight at the moment.
Such pessimism might be applicable

to certain companies and certain
branches of industry, but it is certainly
not applicable to the economy as a
whole last year. With its growth of 5.5
per cent there was absolutely no justifi-
cation for such Cassandra cries.

If there is any reason for concern at
oil then primarily with regard to the si-
tuation on our labour market. Today’s
growth rate - together with a number
of other reasons - is simply inadequate
to provide the. many, young people
beginning tlieir working lives with jobs.

The pessimism on the eve and the
first day of the fair was Increasingly dis-
proved as the fair progressed. There ore
clear indications of a greater willingness
on the port of' business to invest.

T5jf ,

t*°
I

lar&*t groups: of exhibitors
electrical and mechanical engineering- reported a greater influx of domestic

orders in March. This means that do-
mestic business is gaining in importance
as an economic locomotive over the
previous few years.

Does (ill this mean that - after two
ytare ot anxious wailing - our invest-
ment lethargy is nearing Its end at last?
In any event, there is much to sub-
stantmtethe frequently expressed con-
tention at the Hanover Fair that invest-
ments have a chance once mqre "

,One thing is certain: no-risk invest- ]

ments in bonds have lost much of their
|

attraction since interest rates dwindled «

to a new low.
. ,

. j

Moreover, many businesses are show- c

mg betler profits, and some industries - t

among them the automobile industry
and parts of the electrical engineering I
industry - are approaching the limits of r
their production capacities. e

But the most important element in t

nM.T
P
f
ro
T
e
!i

investrnent inclination lies
in the fact that many businesses can n6 r

longer postpone sorely-needed replace- 7
ment investments. k

HlcI!ln»!
PlaS

li

1CS
tMUStry’ w|licl ‘ virtually ndiscontinued all investment after the I

1973 energy crisis, is now forced to re-
G

place its obsolete plant nd machinery by
^

newer and more efficient installations.
C
J

Furthermore, increased production ft
costs lave forced many coaipaniS io astreamline still further. And many of
these companies arc likely lo make such uinvestments earlier than planned for fear

*
of further legal measures to protect la- Kbour and make an efficient personnel l£
policy even . more difficult than .it has „been hitherto.

;

Pl

They might well still remember (he
8

'

words of union boss Heinz Kluncker -
who, no too long ago, proposed that the its
same, principle which, in the realm of inj

environment protection holds the pollu-
ter responsible for damage caused, be
applied in labour relations as well. In
other words, anyone causing unemploy-
ment would have to bear the cost of it

r

or provide replacement jobs.

»
But there is yet another reason for the

,

171010 friendly investment climate at pre-
sent. No business involved in competi-
tion can postpone Investments indefini-
tely, especially not at times when major
technical breakthroughs are affecting the
market.

Those who do not want to go under in
competition must go along with tech-
nical progress. This is demonstrated by
examples such as -the developments In
the electronic modules sector and their
many uses in data processing.

It is by no means, a coincidence that
the computer and office equipment in-
dustries have been doing very well since
last year. There were only satisfied faces
to be seen in that sector of the Hanover
Fair,

But the joy over full order books is
not unniarred. These branches of busi-
hess have to contend with the trade
union s growing resistance to auto-
mation in offices. According to the
unions, there are present five million
«np oyees engaged In clerical work. Aremany of these people to become re-
dundant soon?

During a discussion at the fair, in
wMch business and the trade unions
Were at loggerheads; industry stressed
the good side of the new technology
while union representatives painted a
bleak future for the staff.

The office equipment industry, which
orgamsed the discussion, chose as its i

theme 'Streamlining Spectre or Op-
portunity?” The discussion failed to da- i

rify many of the open questions. .

'

,

? ,/

Despite a certain optimism there was
nevertheless a great deal of apprehension
concerning the future of the automobile
industry.,:

.

Is business going to slacken after the
summer break? This question is not
quite Unjustified although similar fears
were expressed towards the end of last
year without materialising.

In any event, a somewhat diminished
growth rate or even a consolidation of
the present high level of business in the
automobile industry need not necessarily
have an adverse effect on the economy
as a whole. *

But many exhibitors are greatly worr-
ied about the virtually total standstill in
the construction of power stations. The
capital goods business - one of 1 the
main pillars of the export-boom in the
past years - is no longer as it should

Although interest Is still there on a
world-wide scale and although the blue-
pnnts are ready and many of the preli-
mnary questions have been dealt with
there is still a certain lack of courage in'
tackling major projects. ; ,

A birdi-eya view pfthe vast exhibition site

‘i • (Photo!

i1
"}

1™ there. Was Moreover* .the excessive indebted!
e alfOf apprehension of' many countries hampers the q' of the automobile business and . -.German companies
'

c!
1

tIlat riatog wage costs
, will curtail II0 slacken after the diances on international- markets.

1 question is not Krupp board member Dyckerhoff nu
ough similar fears no one wants to pull in his belt,

f
the end of last would it really be so bad if we sin

1 ns
: t , .

" cam° to ..terms with no loosening
lewhat diminished belt still further?

T J,

f
same fascinating spectacle takes

»i«u
ace ey

57 spring in Hanover -
u fCr Fa,r* much maligned secret-
y, attracts scores of politicians and cap-
tains of industry and. hundreds of thou-
sands of visitors. And for a short 'while
the organisers can forget the hard work

exhibitors

81”8 ,nd CUrryi"8 favour witli

Memories of 30 years of the HanoverF lkey
-

t0 be the more fond the
more the recipes of the reconstruction
era become obsolete and the drive of
that era appears to be gone.

But business, -which has' served as the
nation’s whipping boy in the past
years, would be well advised not to oVer-
(ook encouraging signs.
' 14 “1 b* "o means be taken -for

Fed<Jral RePublIc ofQenriany that the President, speaking at
the Hanover Fair, should stress the ne-
cessity of economic growth. But Walter

? i

S
f
’ ^Phwising that growth inthe dovdoping nations must * waste"

than in this country. .

*

In tho interest of future cooperation
wllb the Third World, the Federal’ Re-SMJMW according

l ?B ;

h
i-

i

rA
,

Wve t0 fPreBo solving

growth,
’ ^ m“"S °f

i

gnomic

- w«?
d
i^

4,8 is aiready Wng-iwcdW
if
. "f

5 Gemiany must forfeit some of

Ing nsH'oT"'
P0t0n,lal ' t0;lhe

But all this cannot spoil the po:

mood
.
at the Hanover Fair. For the

time in years, the Investment clima
the Federal Republic of Germany si

ed a noticeable improvement.

But it remains to be seen wlie

tills will suffice for a sustained sad
celerated upswing which is the prec
tiition for the creation of sorelpneet

jobs. We are still waiting lot tiw u

spensibie expansion,
. investments,

these will certainly not materialise w
even existing facilities do not operat

full production capacity.
1 AxelSchnorbi

'* (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zel

; •
:

far Deutoohland, 27 April 1*

Business

barometer points

to ‘changeable’

' discussions at the fair have
been revolving around the problems of
unempJoyment and growth. No ready
solutions have been put fonvard and it
is rather

^

worrying that office jobs .are
faced with a tide of streamlining likely
to cause redundancies. •

.

But this streamlining trend in go-
vernment .and business offices, which
employ half of this Country’s labour
force, favours the office equipment and
computer Industry. Small wo^efto!
iK« circles,

lm,StiC m°°d prevalls

.

^
The situation jn'the capital goods -in-

dustry, whioh predominates at the Hai-nover Fair, is quite different In fact, vir-
tually ,all of the pessimistic or cautious

indent ac.ivi.le* If:lh

p
fo„™

3SS1ISS wd
:

Jn;“*

For how long West German
been struggling with the investmei
i$ borne out by the fact that even
1975 .fair there were complaints th

lethargy ,in that sector, wliich had
for .three years, was endangering pi

tion. This time, one of the pi

pointed out that 1976 Investnien
not -even; reach the level ,of 1973,

.

> One of the • tew - concrete hop
pinned; on the automobile indush;
itsi suppliera, whp are expected to

out investments which 1 were set-

during the- recession. .
•

.

The » Chemical industry, tratiitli

the 'greatest ‘ dbmestic investor,

nounced in Hanover that it wdUld
tinue its 1976 record investment
year and 1 fhatr

-' these Investments -1

again riach the DM6,000 million hi

The construction barf
1

bn
!;

ni

power stations in this country bai

ylously’ had a depressing ' effect o
mood in the electrical Industbf.

.. Foreign
1

trade, one of the mojdr
.

ness locomotives' ln
T

1076,’ was alq ’

ed as fraught with .^ncer(aliite
^

i.^ssenrialjy, the. Hapover fair, pr

onc^ niqre.that ^t,.qq ; npi jsp, mq
bajometer. Qf ;

thp economy, jbut
r
of

mood in bllfimpee' le

'
1
w‘W‘Bwo c ana ,

stprmy, weather, yvi'th only iie.w

raysof.s^hlne,!

n r.- ) .,
• Ofmd von ’Stup

<"
:r. > .i . (HandeUblatfy aS^A
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HANOVER FAIR II

Innovations get a special

hall all to themselves

A t this year’s Hanover Fair new ideas

were specially exhibited in a hall all

to themselves.

Spin-off from industrial and scientific

research was oil show in Hall 7 with a
view to finding partners, backers and
manufacturers for products ranging from
false teeth to space laboratories, from
conveyor belt’ coke bakeries to* hydrogen-
powered 1motor ^cars; - •' I

Last year roughly 24,00 million

deutschmarks were invested in research

and development in the Federal Repub-
lic of 'Germany. Industrial R & D 'ac-

cotinted for
1

approximately half this total.

'

;

New ideas that have reached the stage

at Which they cah, or might before long,

be manufactured Were exhibited in large

The smallest diesel engine In the world
just under 12 Inches long and weighing
72 pounds - was on display at the Fair.

The four-and*a-half horsepower, air-

cooled motor is particularly useful for
building sites, generators, and small
boats. (Photo: Peter C. Relmers)

numbers at Hanover, and not only by
domestic exhibitors.

Britain, for instance, has made a

number of discoveries in its Atomic
Weapons Research Establishment that

are a far cry from what you might: ex-
pect to be the research objectives of
scientists at an establishment with such
o forthrightly disconcerting name.
One of the new ideas unearthed by

Britain’s nuclear physicists will come as

good news to the owners of false teeth

or a mouth full of fillings. A new tech-
nique has been devised which makes
both fillings and crowns tougher and
more durable.

With dental problems solved once
and for all visitors will surely find that

eating sweets and candies is no longer
fraught with danger,

: which brings us to

the next new idea.

It comes from the GDR and is a con-
veyor belt cake bakery that automatically
bakes typically German cakes in tinfoil

containers and packs them ready for dis-

tribution and sale,

It is hard to see who the GDR ex-
pects. to buy this assembly line unit,

presumably customers from the Third
World. Bakers and manufacturers in this

country are certainly unlikely to
1 rush in

and buy. > . ..
.

,.'•••

Bergholz-Rehbrtlcke Grain Processing
Institute is responsible for this particular
hfcw idea, a scale model of which .was

exhibited on the..' GDR stand, which

proclaimed as its slogan “For Worldwide
Trade and Technological Progress.” ;

By one of those quirks of fata the

GDR stand turned out to be right next

door to MTU of Friedrichshafen, manu-
facturers of the turbines for the top-

secret Tornado multi-role combat air-

craft.
; .-.a.

• But classified information was not, of
course, handed to passers-by by smiling
hostesses. MTU merely displayed the
spin-off in terms of foundry, and welding
techniques which may now be sold to

allcomers.
;

.'

’ Two otltir companies based in the
south of the Federal Republic -who art

mainly involved in the development of
increasingly efficient .weapons systems
exhibited at Hanover serenely peaceful

suburban transport systems designed- lo

make life easier for commuters who are

not car-owners and liavc to rely oil what
public transport has to offer..

- Messerschmitt-BOlkow-Blohm. who
arc perhaps best known for missiles and
helicopters, and Dornicr,- who mainly
manufacture tight aircraft, both set out

to improve on the facilities currently

provided by taxis and buses.

The MBB system is called the Retax,

while Dornicr have dubbed theirs the

Rufbus, or dial-a-bus. Both systems arc a

combination of buses and tnxis mar-
shalled by a central computer.

Both envisage the transport-user diall-

ing a. bus fruni ib.-ps in sp.iiielj-p'.-iHi-

loted areas or- small towns where regular

services might not he economic.
Oddly enough, both companies are

based in areas where tlieir systems
might well provide a useful alternative

to conventional public transport.

Messcrsciimitt-Bolkow-Blohm are in

Ottobrunn, an outer suburb of Munich,
while Domier arc in Friedrichshafen, a

small town by the shores -of Lake Con-
stance.

Each stop will be fitted out with an
automatic ticket dispenser. The would-be
passenger dials his destination, puts the
required number of coins in the slot and
waits until the next bus comes by,

routed to meet demand by the central

computer.

By the time One or other of these sys-

tems is in operation vehicle manufactu-

rers may well have perfected new and
unconventional propulsion units and
fuels for the taxi -buses.

Volkswagen, for instance, are develop-
• ing a city tax! In minibus guise that will,

propulsionwise, be a hybrid. It can be
powered either by a conventional 1 .6-

lifre four-cylinder engine or by.

a

bat-
tery-run electric motor.

Daimler-Benz also exhibit a minibus
or delivery van. This Mercedes minibus
is powered by a hydrogen engine. It in-

corporates a standard 2.3-litre four-cy-

linder engine with a gas mixer Instead
of a carburettor and a high-temperature
hybrid storage unit instead of .the usual

fuel tank, .

. The hydrogen tank is only half the
weight of ..the jwjibp bqtter'j^

,
with

which electric cars are still saddled.

Another Mercedes innovation is alrea-

dy undergoing full-^plc trials. It consist?

of radar antennas housed ip the radiator
grille that warn the driver both optically

and acoustically from the dashboard
when he. is loo close lo the vehicle in

front.

This device will obviously be extreme-
ly useful , in a pensouper fog, not to

mention in pitch dark, in busy city-

centre or rush-hour traffic or, for that

matter, on the autobahn.

A consortium of manu fact urer? with
even more ambitious objectives account-
ed for the largest single exhibit in. this
particular hall.. It was the cylindrical

shell of the European Spacclab, which is

due to be put into orbit by the US
Space Shuttle in 1980.

This country has so far put forward
417 suggestions for experiments that

might be conducted on board the Space-
lab. Space is still available, however, for

manufacturers who may he considering
putting techniques through tlieir paces
ill Olltu VplK i.*.

The Americans were the first to ex-
periment with manufacturing processes
in space. Crystal cultures were put
through their paces on board Skylab in
1973. One such space crystal, an exhibit
that keenly interested the- electronics in-
dustry, was specially flown by a Bun-
deswehr aircraft from Huntsville, Ala-
bama, to Hanover where it forms part of
the Spacelab display.

Strict security surrounds every move-
ment of the space crystal, for which the
Federal Aerospace Research Institute is

responsible during its sojourn, in this

country. Eveiy evening, 'when the turns-
tiles were closed and visitors left the
Hanover Fair, the crystal was escorted to
a safe deposit where it spent the night.

Dieter Tasch

(Hannoversche Allgemelne, 2 1 April 1977)

Shown at

Mercedes Behzi The 'system ailbi^i the oar's Inferior to be heated or cooled even when
the engine is switched off; ' ; i :

1

! — . . ..
•

(Pholo? dpa)

Light Bwitch.tkher
. ,

What a nuisance, it. is when you
come home in the evening only

to discover that you forgot to switch off
the light that morning. An all-purpose
timer that can be preset to switch ail

manner of electrical equipment on and
off as required is one of the exhibits at
this year’s Hanover Fair,

It will automatically switch the radio
ori and the electric blanket off, or sim-
ply switch lights on anrj off as required
during

,

a 24-hour ppriod.

• Colour TV recorder

T he latest Pal colour video-recorder
}ises cassettes that record arid replay

continuously f6r up to two hours, which
}s a substantial improvement on the
sixty-minute piaxiiiium of conventional
video tapes.

’

'

/
*

'.

It i? tlp^.Jfijst colour TV video cass^e
recorder of its kind ipnnufactareid 'for
use with the Pp I system of colour. televi-
sion. Soccer fans can now lean back arid

enjoy tlieir viewing. Two hours* record-

ing tirq9 is more thiin enough to tape
both halves, of a game, including the
interval.

Night-time solar clock

A Frankfurt manufacturer has un-
veiled at Hanover two electric

clocks that run not only on sunlight,

using solur cells, but also on normal in-
door lighting in excess of 700 lux.

The one is a quartz table clock, the
other a quartz wall clock with ample
dock face, dial and hands. Both are po-
wered by solar cells, so they require lit-

tle or no maintenance.
The table clock will indicate the time,

the d.ite :uM the month as required
Both models can store sufficient light
power to keep on running during the
night.

Ladder not needed

I
f you have ever worked in an orchard
you will know what a cherry picker is

- a long-handled device with a pair of
jaws and a hag.at one end for getting at
that mouth-watering fruit that is just out
of rcach< .; .

A similar device is now marketed to
make life easier when wlipt you want to
do is to unscrew a similarly inaccessible
light bulb.

The handle can
:
be extended to a

length of up to eight metres (26ft 3in\
ending, in an artificial..hand that gently
encloses the buib for patient unscrewing.

Transfers duplication

T ransfer letters and symbols . have
gone yet another step further now: a

manufacturer exhibiting at Hanover, has
marketed transfer foil from which let-
ters,, symbols and other graphip material
can be produced on the spot from your
own copy.

. All you need is the special foil, two
sheets of glass and. an ultra-violet light
bu|b

,
which can be screwed into the

nearest office light.
. . i

-
,

The copy must be, either a. film' nega-
tive. or artwork .on. trpn?parcpt foili

which is .inserted, on
L
top, of

,
the transfer

foil .between. tl\e, sfieets of glass,.The, ul-

tra-violet Jight dqes, thq developing and
the transfer, foil, I? then fixed.

•

.
The i entire

.
operation .cap be carried

put

.

in broad; daylight,
'
Darkrooms

, are
not needed, After fixing, the foil is left.

tp,aiy for
. about fiye

:minut^ tlren tlro

copy enn ,]bc transferred ip the. normal
way.

, ,
•. ;

(Honnoverfchs AUgemelndr'23 April 15)77)
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HANOVER FAIR III

Thirty years ago a British order started

this country’s biggest industrial fair

The invitation to the first post-war

Hanover Fair thirty years ago

appeared In the classified section of

Dilsseldorfer Handehbfatt of 3 July 1947

and read;“Export Fair 1947- Hanover. An
export fair for tiie Western Zones will

take place in Hanover from 13 August

Jo 7 September 1947. German industry

will show exportable quality goods In

live exhibition halls measuring 30,000

square metres. Applications for booths

to be addressed to Deutsche Messe- and

Aussteilungs-AG Hanover-Laatzen”.

;
The bi-zonal export fair began with

an order' issued on 16 April 1947 by the

Irillsh Military Government to the Ca-

jinct of I llrtrlch-Wilhelm Kopf in Ha-

lover to the effect that the Vcrcinlgtc

.cichfmclaHwerkc (VLW) — an alumi-

nium plant — In Hanover-Laatzen be

dismantled and that on export fair be es-

tablished on the company's premises for

the purpose of opening a gate to the

world for the bi-zone.

;
The order stressed that the fair had to

Open on schedule, namely on 13 August.

[ Alfred Kubel, 68, for many years

Prime Minister of Lower Saxony and as

one-time Minister of Economic Affairs

tinder Kopf the motivating power be-

hind the fair, was rather sceptical at the

time.

White Hanover was a rubble heap,

Leipzig had a 600-year tradition in this

field and, as he put it, “We were all wai-

ting for reunificotion ... so why should
we have organised a taW

But an order was an order and so, says

Herr KubeJ, “we went ahead above all in

order to save the VLW plant from being

blown up."

Kubcl appointed a journalist as fair

manager — a lucky stroke because he
was a man who knew how to cope with

the times and the currency of the time,

namely the cigarette.

Even the authorities in those days lar-

gely depended on the black market for

their needs. There is a relatively harm-

less example of this to be found in the

bnnals of the Hanover Fair.

Since there were no hotel rooms avai-

lable at the time, the fair organisers set

up donnitories for visitors in various

schools ... but they had no mattresses.

. The fair manager then decided to

make use of his hardware coupons in

order to buy sickles and scythes in

Westphalia (this was quite legal since he
had coupons) and barter them in Bavaria

(somewhat less legally) for straw with

which to fill some 10,000 palliasses in

Hanover. The necessary fabric was pro-

vided by the British Forces.

Some 1,300 companies from the bi-

zone brought their "exportable goods" to

Hanover.

The fair was opened on schedule and
bi-zone Commissioner of Economic Af-
fairs Erich KOhler said in his opening
speech: *7f our people could be sure

that they would In the foreseeable future

be given 100 or even ISO grammes of
fat Instead of tho present SO per week,

they would have a great incentive to

give their all in production.
1 '

The 22,000 visitors who attended the

fair on opening day were confronted

with a different type of incentive. They
saw goods which they only knew of

from hearsay and they could even smell

the aroma of genuine coffee which
women in model dresses served to men
in tailored suits.

mmmmern
Fairy tale-like is the way it was

summed up by one of the 700,000 visi-

tors to the 1947 fair who had coine on

foot or with British Army lorries or by

tram.

For the VIPs among the visitor to

the fair the organisers even managed to

come up with extra ration tickets for

fish sandwiches and a bottle of synthetic

wine.

The products on exhibit encompassed

virtually everything. There were textiles,

tools, machinery, arts and crafts goods,

glassware and even a bit of porcelain.

As the fair catalogue put it: “The por-

celain industry is at present producing

simple utility crockery for miners. But
there can be no doubt that this branch

of industry will eventually regain its lea-

ding position on world markets."

The fair was generally considered a

huge success. It was attended by 4,000

foreigners who ordered 31.6 million dol-

lars worth of goods . . . and tills figure

docs not include illegal barter deals

among the exhibitors themselves.

The following fair in 1948 was very

much the same. The real change did not

come until 1949, the year of the curren-

cy reform. From then on the deutsch-

nraik went from strength to strength

and with its newly-found monetary

strength came the Wirtscliaftswmder

and Hanover became “the world’s grea-

test market place".

The development of the Hanover Fair

can best be expressed in figures: 1947

T he flag display on the opening day

(21 April) of this year's Hanover
Fair was no more impressive than in

previous years.

Although everybody is aware of the

fact that this is the fair’s 30th anniver-

sary, nobody takes any notice of it. It

seems that 30 is not a round—enough
figure for the organisers to go out of
their way to celebrate.

And so, immediately after the opening
speeches had been made, the fair’s eve-

ryday rhythm set in. As a result of the
unseasonably cold weather, visitors

sweated In the hot and dry indoor air

and were cold outdoors, while exhibitors

tried to ward off the cold by dressing
like Polar explorers.

The First Aid Station had its hands
full during the first few days — much
more so than in the previous year —
primarily with typical fair ailments such
as sore throats, sore backs and “fair legs"

due to the exhibitors having to be on
their feet all day long.

A stroll through the 25 exhibition

halls and the 300,000 sqaure metres of
open-air exhibition space soon showed
that there are two types of visitors to

the fair.

On the one hand, representatives of
business and industry who are there to
inform themselves and do business and,
on the other, people who have just

como to look — mostly the younger ge-

neration. This visual impression is con-
finned by an analysis made last year

when “sightseers” accounted for orie-

third of the visitors.

saw 1,300 German exhibitors displaying

their wares in a covered area of 21,500

square metres and an open-air area of

2,700 square metres.

In 1977, 5,686 companies from 42

countries will show their products in 25

exhibition halls and an open-air area of

300.000 sqaure metres. The fab*s fence

encompasses a total of 970,000 square

metres.

Added to this is a parking lot which

on busy days accommodates up to

50.000 cars. But the international impor-

tance of the Hanover Fair is also evi-

denced by air traffic. Some 180,000 visi-

tors are expected to arrive in Hanover by

air.

Where does that leave Leipzig — the

German fair city par excellence?

In 1957 - only 20 years ago — the

West German lamp industry insisted on
having a clause in their contract with

the Hanover Fair management whereby

the contract would be deemed null and

void if a reunification were to make
Leipzig once more the industrial fair city

of Germany.

But in actual fact Leipzig lost its all-

German chance in 1946 — one year be-

fore the first post-war Hanover Fair —
when it held Germany’s first fair after

World War ll.

Horst Krtlger, one of the three direc-

tors of the Hannover Fair, who hails

from Leipzig and held a major post at

the Leipzig Fait until 1951,. names two
reasons for Leipzig’s Joss of prestige:

Many businesses that were national-

ised in the GDR, resumed operations in

the West and avoided their old home
country like the plague — including the

Leipzig Fair.

Foul weather could

not spoil the

fun of the fair

Herr Lutz Hering of Hanover Univer-
sity warns in an article published in

Messe Nachrichten (Fair News) against
viewing these visitors as a nuisance be-
cause no other place provides the young
generation with such an excellent oppor-
tunity to familiarise themselves with
new technological developments.

But there is also another reason, says
Herr Hering, why we should be tolerant

towards these “sightseers". They are,

after all, the customers of tomorrow.
Tlie fair organisers, however, are inte-

rested in a different type of analysis!

They have commissioned a market re-

search institute to find out whether the
present fair concept meets the require-

ments and expectations of both visitors

and exhibitors. 1

Thirty years’ experience is a guarantee
of perfectionism. This applies not only
with regard to transportation to and
from Hanover, but also to the informa-
tion and care provided for the visitor*.

.

The majority of visitors arrive by
train, getting off at a special fairgrounds

station which, with its ten tracks, is

comparable to any big city station,

puring the fair,
,
some 270 trains a day

arrive at and depart from Europe’s lar-

gest private railroad: station.
:

Moreover, Leipzig lias from the m
beginning made a point of keeping J
number of West German exhibitors

e

low as possible... and this prcvi&A

Hanover with its chance.

Herr Krilger has been visiting
fo

Leipzig FaiT regularly since 1962, am

the same applies vice versa to the fe
tors of the Leipzig Fair who mallei

point of attending in Hanover.

Says KrUger: “We liave a loose n-/

change of experience, although there a
no firm agreements to that effect" b I

cidentally, each of the two German fa

has its own style: Leipzig arranges a
hibitors according to nations and 11*

nover according to products.

There are many who feel that Hsj

ver has grown too big. As a result, s®

branches of industry decided to ntff

at other fairs while others shown*"

wares only once every other year.

One of the exhibitors who has a>

mained most faithful to Hanover ij (a

china king — if not the King of Ctih

- Fhillp Rosenthal. He considers lb

nover unmatched for the procelainb

dustry because of the great imj

branches of business represented the

and also because the porcelain Indus!]

has been something of a piece de iw

tance in Hanover.

But since the fair contracts of lb

porcelain industry are due to expire i

1978, and since Rosenthal knows tt/

some of his competitors are planning t

move to the Frankfurt Fair, he raw
mended to the Hanover organisers du

they make new efforts to prove their ud-

iqueness and irreplaceability.

Next year, the fair administration

also have to look for a new chairman,d

the Supervisory Council. At the begin*

ning of 1976, when Kubel resigned hi]

office as Prime Minister of Lower Saxo-

ny, he was asked by his successor Al-

brecht to retain the chairman^ ^ ^
fair for two years.

# .

Apparently, even Kubel himself i •

still in the dark as to who his success

will be. JosefSchmu

(K01ner Stadt-Anzelger, 21 April

There are direct rail links not onji

with Gennan cities, but also with Swit-

zerland, Holland, Scandinavia and A*

tria. Numerous sleeping cars have o»

shunted onto dead-end tracks wp

they serve as hotels on wheels.

For the duration of the fair the Haw

ver airport gains international

with 400 special flights, among themw

jumbo jets landing every day.

means the processing of some 15^

passengers per day.
_

.

There are non-stop links with P©

London, Zurich and Copenhagen.

four and six-lane highways leading \

the fairgrounds can be turned into

way roads during the morning and

ing rush hours when some 900 jraj!

policemen try to control the steel w

lanclie. .

The police have their headquarters\9

the attic of No. 10 hall. They have w*

particularly alert following the K&f|sr

J
assassination of Chef Federal Prosed

Siegfried Buback. ^
Not only with regard to ite

'acI

*J
but also considering the number of P*

pie there during the fair, the fair&Njr

must be considered a city in

right. ,.k;

1 Some 30,000 people took part

preparations for the fair, while

50,000 work for the exhibitors *»
engaged in services for visitors wn

,

number topped the 500,000

year.-'..’ •

:
yL

: This city can cater to all needs ot w
to-day life. There are 49 restaurants

™
!•: ^Continued on page 13 ;
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Hcindci'afledAntique Styled Silvei

600 Models made out of 835/Silver by:W Christoph Widmctnn , D-7530 Pforzheim

P.0. Box 2027, W. Germany, Tel 07231-1 3505

It Writes and Stamps the Name
and Address of the Writer!

Can a Gift Pen be more personalised than that?

XQ /~ ^ The new QOLDRtNQ Excellent retrac-

( T vW. ( s table ballpoint pen has a stamp with a
a \

' permanently Inked stamp pad hidden

j \ away In Its barrel. Through a lew easy

! > m s movements — pull off the cap, screw In

\
V / J* *'• s'- stamp and stamp — you give the per*

\ p> \ sonal touch to lettera, envelopes, etc.

\ I

u ‘ " Just the thing for travel, business end
’

\ correspondence.
A practical, handy and unusual Item to own or vq present — to friends, col-

leagues, good customers. Size of stamp: 35 x 10 mm. Pun takes standard full-

size refills available on the market. Prices Include a Mine stamp of your
choice.

, ,

Six attractive models - chromed metal cap, all chromed, gold plate* gold
filled oap, all gold (Hied and all anodized In gold colour — to choose Iran.-

A hot Item for the stationery and advertising trade.

Detailed offer and samples on request.

m m m GOLDRING, Ludwig Schtolf

P. o. Box 1228^W^^*^** D-758 BUEHL - GERMANYtjfoidring

Modern living room lamps

Decorative Illuminated mirrors

A specialised and unique manufacturing pro-

cess enables us to present designs and

colourswhich cannot be produced using other

materials.

Please write for brochures.

Cristallux-Werk

D-7244 Waldachtal 5

West Germany

HANS ARNDT OHG.
D-5632 WERMELSKIRCHEN 1

P.O.B. 1147

Telex: 8 513 346 tool d

Specialising

the complete line of

HEXAGON KEY WRENCHES
(ALLEN KEYS)

GERMAN
QUALITY

WINE

please ask for:

WEINHAUS RITTER VON UND ZU LONN1G

5583 ZELL (MOSEL) Germany

Family Winegrowers since 1654

^ Rudolf Schmidt KG

MADERA Yarn manufacturer

P. O, B. 320, D-78 Freiburg - Telex 7 72 622

leading manufacturer of a wide range In

MACHINE EMBROIDERY YARN

- rayon, cotton and synthetic yarn, metal and

cord, special yarn for machine embroidery.

KLEBER

Our wide range of adhesives

will solve your adhesive

problem, too

Fr.

y 'y/v

D-4807 Borgholzhausen -West Germany -Telex:094304
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EXHIBITIONS

From a bore-hole to a honey pm
it’s all at ^^fvassel docummta

T he seventies rtiarkW the “loss

Innocence" for the KassjL^vcM. Innocence'.’, far th£ ATi

jnaifo;. No longer do Jft9
'

“lossJ*^
fj^Scu-
Jgohisers

pre fascinated by the uniquely baroque
Karlsaue, the rebuilt Orangerie from
‘which an axis about a mile lpng leads to

Pn artificial, lake with an idyllic little

jeinple in its centre.

I

Some of the artists operate with and

8 May 1977 - No. 7«

exhibition to this art form* nu^
photography’s 150-year history i *1
vilege which has so far only beenoT
*ed to drawings, but riot to such iZ
font subjects as modern realism;

' w

The reason for this, accordlntf in &
organisers, is that the photograph

is £
first technical medium responsible b
major changes in the traditional *
forms.

.. Instead of a mere history, the exWfc

tion will therefore present a typolMyd

photograph and arrange the . avail*

material according, to functions,
;

... In the organisers
1
view palntenkn

-t»d their loins with a theory before set- f-

'

|ing out- to .pope with; rlip.fnapifold and ^JPer into the boWeis of the fortli, and

contradictory trends of $rt.
a ^ntenna

\ In 'thiijjnstanoe, titMrxrWPfrjM W# depth^

>ort ofHfidne’s thread wM<C and thejLob!™uctUTe of
!

tely, fs abandoned as soon as work with
planet.

concrete objec7s'5eg{ns7~
”

""The authorities have Issued the neces-:

f This is /what has happened to the wry drilling permit, and a specialised

critical Unites and the intellectual scaf- company has gratefully accepted the
foldin^jpf aq^7;e/rttf since 1972. What order to proceed..with the work, while
..finally trariSUifcff was something entirely for once tli# Geriftan taxpayer can resi

Wffcrent^fronrtiiabmhidJ^ iuid originally
:

tease since' DM600,000 project will
1

been pGt bV paper.
! lwJ*' * ; f h& tinanced by group of American

.! “Parallel pJouMal' littogdrtes* pfiditlie'.
• Promoters.

;
v •

J

1

\
'

. \

•“questions as to reality” revealed; t|ie .MjSjpce drilling? opdratidns wilHast fof
"‘flight and isolation needs", of- a genera, l\yo. months oft a round-the-clock basij,
flight and isolation needs", of- a genera, 1/6 monies oh] a rqund-the-olock basij
Hon ... it also revealed' its curious ef- And evert so itfis not certain that the
“forts to arrive at and defend an identity deadline/ will bfc met). Kassel hoteliers

and oil this took the organisers an- arc °fforing their noise-plagued guests
awares. clieoper rates, which might attract visi-

,

The sixth doaimenta, wliicli will open
tors to c,bVl t

in Kassel on 24, June, seems to be In While in. 1ST72 artists withdrew into
the same position. Tn fact, infighting private havens and in many instance]
and tfie quest, i fQr a concept we^e even into psychological (and pathological)
more painful this time qijci led to a irtner sanctums, 1977 is once more
postponement of the exhibition ‘by one- marked by the dominance of the envi-
y«r

. ronment and the landscape.

‘t
JKiS 1

* S.
l088cr“s

J»;
Wolf Vostell, the Federal Republic of

the spring of 1976 although they had Germany’s" "show artUr during the

tfi; ! .!u°r
y and

. ? !!
,en

l
e *the Happening era, wants to place a smash-

u
d,a

-

,n
,
Ar

‘ J I?
A
/u

S m ed aircraft onto the roof of the Fridcri-

thSvhS tn’iw/
hfl

il
h
r!
n
.?

ziatlum
, but his idea might founder oil

an^dfusua?eh
dt rtt tWOUdfiUl the

.

realities of structural stresses and
' ‘ strains.

rnm«' infirtl o^k
00'

“

P ^J1 Another project also stems out of the

h 2l t

i
ends

* the orBa"!' discard drawer of Munich Olympia plans
^e same firt dealer is acting as amumbo-jumbo of terminology which go-between in Kassel). Thfe American

hardly anyone understood. light artist Dan Flavin wants to illuini-

But on visiting Kassel today we coine nflte a pedestrian underpass in Kassel.
upon a self-confident ; secretary-general v ;

The- illumination .will consist of awho knows exactly what he wants. Al- strictly geometrical line of red neon
though he is quite prepared to repeat light which will be artistically mixed
heory and concept to- those who want with diffused yellow light. Moreover*

!?p
h
«h- l

B
ff

,n
* h

?
pre ers 10 *alk about M«y Nordman. wilL convert a city shop

the objects themselves. Into one of her confusing light spaces
Manfred Schneckenburger can be pret- (reminiscent of the last Biennale in

ty sure of some spectacular headliAes to
' Venice).. .* i

•

go with spectacular events. ,
Schneckenburger says, that the artists

The forecourt of the Friderizianum
building, the lawn of the Friedrichs-

platz, will be adorned witli two drawing

'

monuments by American artists, and the
relation of these monuments to each
other must be viewed as dialectic.

Richard Serin- is assembling, house-
high, rust-coloured steel plates (13
metres each) which are arranged in such
a way that, supporting each other* they.

form a tower which, although unstable,

outwardly, given a stable impression
within and 2s intended to form a shaft.

This massive group is flanked and
counierpointed by the invisible earth

sculpture by Walter dc Maria; a one
thousand metre deep hoi?, which is

being drilled into this earth at the point

where the plaza’s footpaths, Intersect. ;

The “document* hole* Is; a variation,

of the much disputed arid never realised

Munich Olympia project: the shaft has
now been replaced by a five-centimetre

diameter pipe, and instead of drilling

through the Munich rubble mountain

bridges of steel a»d wood which cross, once more turning -to pure means, fra
-each other aiid thus draw the visitor’s

'

‘aria 'materials.
'

•
• \

attention to an, artificial .system of axes: .. ,. . .
j*

while. Michael Singer wants to let woo- DUrista J,

le

}

^' b
?

dc70^
Jfcn rafts float freely on the lake.

,v
‘

rrhke
mo"och'om« »

. .
ters (Girke, Hofschen, Alan Green

,

%

For those to whom all this is too es- rales) while others will- be aiven nmii
oteric there are srilj .topical ^ dl^bui- ;

- ilealliris : and'^rieV i expressionists, In (i!

sions in the Fnderizinnum. considerable space will be given talk

In the halL j;hq (ligt’^mesler’ o{ geq^rti.
,

seph Beuys’ Free' Academy of Creativity
‘

' The works of four invited GDR m
pud Interdisciplinary Research will get ters, all of whom spontaneously and
under way with; four-hour. cdutsasr (one ». itOicdme (whioh> does not mdan that*
of which Js devoted .to .the, medial pe able to do- so) could well arm
(Among the lecturers Mil be Heinrich’ h/ghligAt bl docMehto.-

::
'

1

Bail and Robert Jungk
: be -poimed oUt,liowever>

;
Beuys himself will contribute., a the Leipzig artists TQbke, Mattheuerei

demonstration object, namely a “Honey' tfeisig as well as Artists’ Associate
Pump with a membrane system of pie- President ,Sitte are not treated as excls
kiglass and steel which will extend all "

socialists, but are integrated into Hie*
the way to the roof and which is eyi- mere) panorama
idenlly intended to represent the Trfee of ' *

-iru . , . .

Beuvs’ Prinrinlpc Omw\no fmm *1,1
The Ofganisers see a certain relation's -'ffsvsfif A=s

^ lhi» fiwmnn Racplity nnrf rarinlh

;
The* riUuiqinatlpn .will consist of 4

strictly geometrical line of red neon
light which will be artistically mixed
with diffused yellow light. Moreover*
Mary Nordman. wilL convert a city shop
Into one of her confusing light spaces
(reminiscent of the last Biennale in
Venice).. •

f .

.
Schneckenburger says, that the artists

; But the announced media theme is

also in evidence, at the Friderizianum.
The organisers maintain that the’ artists

,of the sixties moved between the media
and that they are today devoting them-
'apectfic, traditional and
technical media which provide them
with the necessary scope. ..

. For somc.qf.ttjese artists tlie technical

instrument ih riot only a medium, but
object as welj. ,

1

• On ibe ground .flooir, the visitor will
be able to', stroll through entire TV

•landscapes (surrounding the projects of
‘the Japanese Paik) and radio pyramids.
;ln the attic the visitor wQI not only be
•able to watch videos, but will be con-

• fronted with entire space arrangements

temperaments of the American Moriey,

the West German Baselitz and Corinth

successors such as Heisig and Sitte. Cui

riously enough, West Berlin realists are

not mentioned.

The secretary-general is partveubt

proud of a large, iJlusionisficaiiy painto
t

room by the Karlsruhe artist Hans Pew

Reuter.

Adjoining rooms are decorated by M
strange group of identiy-seekers, la-

ckers, archaeologists hpd hobby ethnolo-

gists representing the “regressive" cow

ter movement to technological media nt

and thus being pressed Inter service to

tlie sake of the concept.

The greatest of hopes are pinned a

the exhibition of drawings in the Oraa-

gerie, consisting of some 650 Items
JJ

130 artists;—* a . document* i within i»

, . .
hih.hmii.viim . .

of Video installations.
:

• V.i‘ » ';
do™™nt

j*j\

A whole floor has been set, aside for

^

the fashionable Subject photography.
.Documents is devoting a retrospective

,

.
'The' coHcept governing the exhibifxa

> Of drawings
1

is probably the best though

,out and follows the idea behind Heft

O man’s fam6Ua :1964 ' exhibition of

ings.

The past 15 years brought an WJ
- pected explosion of drawings, and foflr

this field of art is marked by a 0#
Ionian chaos of languages - a

- ..prqductiyqchaos.at.that Old fC^oolW

thetes, mannerlstlc tinkerers^^^P^
programmers, designers, faftfsiisU, K

^fermined realists arid ?xpre3tofwMs^

.

1 operate with and agaitlst each dtfo- ,.j

A -new section is to -ralse'. tb^uei2 '

*' M to. Content, form arid 'limctlph of n'.

wlrigs.
J

fiert are a fowititle?^#!

:
. HypeaURpality/ '-Reality, ffli

^ctoJOritiol

^CliohTal

43 j#i
which will

* i

Michael SirigeKi First Ritual Qsto, io be diiplayad at thariocumenre: ^ > 1

1

(Photo: document* GmbH)

fdrphosi

IwA
ntinued op page 1
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Widerangeofdocumentaries
shown at Oberhausen

One of the characters in Eintmcht Bor-

beck, a major documentary .shown at

this year’s Oberhausen festival, of films

from the Federal Republic of Germany

and West Berlin, earns his jiving as a Wall-

paper salesman in a department store.

But once he clocks off, most of his spare

time is. spent as .the chief coach of. Ejnr

tracht Borbeck, a second-grade soccer club

in an industrial surburb of Essen in the

Ruhr. For years Eintraclrt have been poised

for promotion, but hove never quite made

*
‘

The learn captain is a wholesaler's assis-

tant, -but dreams of working as a travel cou-

rier. The centre-forward is a von driverwho

regularly talks about emigrating. But they

meet week after week, spurred on by the

Continued from page 10

connoisseurs. This show will explore the

li(tie-known genre of books which are

not only outwardly decorated by the

artist, but are totally changed and, in-

deed, “made” by him.

The announcements of works to be

shown have stimulated curiosity. And
even though no forecast can as yet be

made as to realisation and presentation,

it nevertheless seems obvious that the

documents’s programme will prove

equal to the dread challenge by the

Venice Biennale and the new Cultural

Centre in Paris. • •’

U is. however, to be feared that the

plethora of exhibits will confuse the

viewer and thus remain Ineffectual.

Who — other than the citizens of

Kassel ~ will be in a position to spend

weeks seeing the film programme for

which the necessary facilities have been

provided in the Rathaus?

In the film section, too, a point will

be made to work out the experimental

traits and the trend towards “self-reflec-

tion about itself and its means” within

the framework of the documenta theme.

, ,
Eduard Bmicsmp

(Frankfurter AU|«nolne Zeitung

lUr Deutschland, 23 April 1 977)
• i.

‘
-i

v ,

T

.i •; r . > •• ; -.
.

B ooks on TV . was the. subject of this

year’s Constance Literary Fofum, an

annual gathering arranged by booksellers

and publishers in Austria, Switzerland and

IhiscountlY.,
, ,• ... :

Past topic^haye dealt wjtb either inlql-

Jectiwl or.^ctqrpl, ospflpt* ,op Jjtprartfre.

This year media presentatiOn-. ,was llje

aspect appraised.
'

West Berlin writer Ingeborg Dl^syitz

dealt with the direct utilisation of^ijera-

ipre by TV In the form, of television dra-

matisations or literary feature films. .

She mentioned a number of - disap-

pointments,that have ariscp. A nqyql that

is made irito aTV film do^ riot ^ec^ssarily

sell better,
'
for instance. What more, jtrip

nqyel is cast visuajly m such a compelling

way that it seep in a qcw Iight ’(l}at dcies

not, necessprily bear mrtcji. rflcydnce. jo

what the author qriginaljy wfoje.!

,

Sight and sound 91ten clash'in tills way,

whlch is ^hy TV w frequently, unable to

feature new booths either ^effectively of.«it-

isfactorily. ......
Must book pirigrammes de screened so-

lely at set times, Frau Dtewltz wonders. Far

prospect of promotion to a senior league.

Wives end girlfriends used to stand on

the sidelines and either cheer or commi-

serate with their menfojk as the occasion

demanded, but suddenly they grew tired of

being little more than extras and decided

to launch a soccer team of their own. .

The women are not merely interested in

exercise and a change from the backbreak-

ing monotony of everyday life, however.

They start to ask questions about the pur-

pose of their daily routine. The suburban

idyl) of Eintracht Borbeck starts lo come

apart at the seams.

Susanne Bcycler, Rainer MSrz and
Manfred Stelzcr manage to show a group of

people and the way in which they live so as

to highlight sub-surface patterns without

seeming to strip the character stark naked.

In Die Mcnscheit, die das Stauferjahr

vorbcrcitcn (The People who Pave the

Way for Hohenslaufcn Year) Mnximiliane

Mainka and Alexander Kluge seem sadly

to have overlooked the risks inherent in

full fronlal nudity in I lie figurative sense.

Their exposure of the blinkered ap-

proach of specialists preparing for an an-

niversary year dedicated to the Hohcnstau-

fen dynasty and an via of thv Holy Roman
Empire of .which Barbarossa Is the best-

known representative fails to pick and

choose.

In setting side by side varying degrees of

the- “specialist idiocy” to which we are all

prone in one way or another they fail to ar-

range their material in a manner which

tells a coherent tale.

We oil know that people in this country

are lacking in historical awareness, so there

can be no excuse for portraying people

engaged in shedding light on a historical

epoch and assuming that the viewer is

fully clued-up on the entire subject.

Forty-six documentaries were selected

from 126 entries. They . deal with social

outcasts, work and labour disputes, cam-
paigners against nuclear power stations

and civic protest against alleged infringe-

ments of civil liberties. They also include a .

number of experimental films.

Documentaries about drivers of fork-lift

trucks, railwayman and Post Office engi-

neers are either too dryly didactic In intent'

or lust too formal in style. But a number of

documentaries' and one cartoon entry tes-

tified to encouraging progress among poli-

tically-motivated film-makers.

Wachsam Tag iind Nach (Rpund-the-

Ciock Vigil) was an entry that particularly

impressed .many festival-goers at Ober-
hausen. H was produced by t.rade union
convenors at the VFW aircraft works in

Speyer; in conjujicfiop with a. Frankfurt

group of 'film-makers styling themselves
Arbeit mtd Film (Work and Film). .

. ,

In 45 minutes it tells the 1 tale of' tlie

Speyer workers and how the works has de-

veloped over the years. They! tell the story

in their own words, as do the. women
workers who demonstrate practical solida-

rity with gontlc.but radical determination.

The Bremen protest film about Brok-

dorf, the site of a proposed nuclear power

station north of Hamburg which hos befcn

the scene of pitched battles between

demonstrators and tlie police in recent

months, proved surprisingly entertaining

in view of the earnest that might iiave been

expected.

Artur SchrOdinger’s incisively sutiricn!

cartoon on the subject of unemployment
similarly came as a pleasant surprise.

One can but hope that other film-

makers leant the lesson that documentar-

ies with a message can also be entertaining,

which was more than could be said of Wer
sich in Gefa/ir begibt, konimt in ihr um
(He who does not seek danger falls prey lo

il\ and Zvn\tir (Censorship).

The one dealt with' three instances of

Berufsverbot, the alleged “career ban"

which usually refers to qualified teachers

who are not hired by the authorities who
exercise a virtual monopoly in educational

employment because, it is claimed, their

political activities in student days bar them
from government employment on
grounds of extremism.

Zensur deals with an item of legislation

passed last year about which author Siegfr-

ied Lenz has this to say: “With the aid of

this Act the entire range of world litera-

ture, from the Bible tp contemporary writ;

ing, could in theory be banned.” . ,

’

KarlSourer

(Kftlner Stadt-Anzelger, 26 AprU 1977)

Books coverage by TV
Jjj

discussed at Constance i”

' Literary Forum g
’

• «
more viewers could be 'retfched if books J 1

were given a mention in between other bi

programmes. / **

TV programmes pn Bbqks.iftpaijcast by

(seven German-language statiqjffs were then
^

screened prior to further discussion. Boye-

rischer and Westdeutscher Ruqdfunk/ -

*

based in Munich and Cologne respecflvel?,
Lt

»

mai rt!ygaVe'Write/

6

riropportlliiityi^ph/-'

Austrian TV proved oiit of the ordinary

in that a picture story-was reproduced -iii

film and an author was actually seen read-

ing oh extract from one of his books! with

the camera underscoring salient poiiits.

That evening the general feeling was
one of criticism antfcdfSappbintmehf* yt\

next day, when Helmut ZiUd,
1a former di-

rector-general of TV- from - VIenhat
threw

the debate open to the floor, a more
balanced viewpoint seemed Utyuevall/

•

1
/

The debate became too involved in de-

tail tp reach fundamental concliisiohSiYet

a number of salient pdintii wore mode, al-

beit hot in a heatedly ^controversial nwii-

i ^^ZQHch.^fiioiQnd JcAatef • itan|Frthi

;

folder criticisedSV’4,«(fverti^‘ ofrtftew-

;i SwissTV prQVldedttwp'programmes.de-'v /TV- programme:jjditor^callfcti bh th^ floor

aling .withl markcting>problem^ bestseller, -/to show greatowkmfftlehco In the plctSHtfl

mania and paperbackff.:SUdwStft!mle^ on : • ; imlqjeL'®utrlt^»otI*n ^lithdr discussing ‘his

the other ‘hand*- ceriedHtratwi on te wfi- - wbrirtwi tWKTewtimi pieforial \msySI

'

tpr* MlpmwiiW* Wftli vlsiihl o r -jr/,niflbnu Colberi •
ters themselves ahd^ISlStfni^ Hvfth Visual

‘effects.
! ;i 1

t hirty! •pinfHMi Colberg \

(Frankfurter Neda Prtsse, 16 April'1977)

Schwetzingen

Festival 1977

S chwetzingen Festival begins on 5 May
with the first performance in this

country of Udo Zimmermann’s opera Der
Schuh und die fUegende Piinzessin (The
Owl and the Flying Princess).

Zimmermann is a GDR composer and
his opera is based on the Peter Hacks play,

it will be performed by Darmstadt Staatst-

hcater. directed by Kurt -Hones and con-

ducted by Hans Drewanz.
- Wiesbaden Oper will also contribute a

first performance in: this country towards

the Schwetzingen Festival. On 22 May the

Comedy of Errors wiU be performed in an

operatic version directed by Peter Ebert

and conducted by Siegfried Kdhler.

The Comedy of Errors has been adapted

by Lorenzo da Ponte to music by Stephen

Stolracc, an English contemporary of Mo-
zart’s. :

The only piay featured this year at

Schwetzingen will be Ein Gesprdch tm
House Stein tlber den abwesenden Herrn

von Goethe (A Conversation at the Steins’

in the Absence ofTlcrr von Goethe) by
Peter Hacks.

it is a one-woman piay starring Traute

Richter of Dresden in a production direct-

ed in Dresden by Klaus Dieter Kirst.

There will also be three Schwetzingen

serenades, evenings of chamber music and

a symphony concert conducted by Hans
Zender. A violin concert will star Gidon

K renter, a piano concert Christian Zaciia-

rias and a tictier concert Elly Ameling.

The New York Concord Quartet will

devote a concert to the works of Hans
Werner Henze, including the first per-

formance of the composer’s fourth and
(iflli siring quartets.

(Frankfurter Neue Press*, 27 April 1977)

Berlin Festwochen

in September

West Berlin’s Festwochen, which this

year will start on I September and

last until 8 October, will as usual include a

wide range of highlights In the performing

arts.

The festival will coincide with a Euro-

pean art exhibition dedicated to Trends of

the Twenties, which to -a keynote of much
of the festival programme. ‘ :

Deutsche Oper Berlin are Staging a new
production of Hindemith’s opera CanJil-

iac, directed by Hans-Neugebauer, While

the ballet company ; will be premiering

OSkap Schlenirner’s-Triadlc Ballet In a ne\V

veisidri by Gerhard Boliner. •

i'- SchiOsspark-Theaterwill be putting on a

new production 6f Bertolt Brecht’s Afflflrt

ist Mann and ' Freie' VolksbBhrie will

launch Gerhart' Hauptmann's Die Rdtten

in la nsiV iproddctibif directed by Rudolf

•Noeitfl. • ••
.

?»•«.. 1 .•;»•••«!, •••

Literary and cibatet evenings will be de-

dicated to! Kurt Tudholsky, Walter Mehr-

ing; Kurt Schwitters,- Erich*V/elntrt* Bert

Brecht and Karl Valentin.-' .

1V V I
1

'

! Ait exhibitions will shell fresh llghtiofl

the work of Otto Dix* Kail Sohmidt-Rott-

luff; twenties’ postbra and Art and'Sofijety

in the Weimar Rdpublto,! ' -• * C-‘-

-

\ Beriin \ PhllHafitimikety' cohduotedl by

Herbert iVbn KatoJdfK VBlPtfe pitting on 1 a

ft^tperfdrtniheetofThaerkhen’s b&Riu*
kerkrleg. Many visiting musidaita r will

glve! fcoricertiflHdreo2tals.
;

Thlrteert"pro^Uct forts will 'testify to the

'ImfJortatice' atlaciiW la ’fhe billet. They
•Will IncfUde thi fire‘t-e9ei;yiiit tO Bejflin'by

the ballet company of the ’WOrttehibfcrfe

•SWTheafro Ih Stuttgart. ;

*

V

i! 1
'*

f .

1 ) Stf-TI
•?!' •>;• (D^-Wtoh1 is Aprtl.1777)
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Soporifics can cause sleep

upsets, Wiesbaden congress told

N o one knows how many of the in-

ternists who recently attended the

83rd Congress in Wiesbaden of the

German Society for Internal Medicine

took tranquil isers or sleeping pills in

order to get their forty winks due to un-
accustomed surroundings and the

stresses and strains of the congress.

We do, however, have reliable infor-

mation on how* often doctors prescribe

such drugs.

The Berlin pharmacologist Helmut
Coper reported about a study according

to which genera) practitioners and in-

ternists provide 31 per cent of their pa-

tients with prescriptions for sleeping

drugs and 41 per cent for tranquillsers.

According to Herr Coper, many pa-

tients specifically ask for such a modern
panacaea. The doctors willingly prescribe

these, hoping to shorten the time of

consultation by not engaging in needless

discussion.

If they acted differently they would
be faced with non-medical problems
with which — despite good resolutions

and despite assurances to the contrary at

congresses - they nre still unable to

cope.

At the root of insomnia are frequently

psychological and social problems. But
unfortunately, said Helmut Coper, It is

generally still believed that pills can

eliminate such difficulties.

Although he warned emphatically

against the careless use of sleeping drugs

(Including Valium and related substances)

the pharmacologist made a point of
stressing that it would be wrong to as-

sume tliat such drugs are entirely useless

and superfluous.

There are situations when it is much
less harmful to swallow the drug than to

spend half the night lying awake.

This eased the consciences of those

participating in the congress who use

such drugs themselves. But the speakers

left no doubt about the fact that trail-

quillsers can only serve as a temporary

crutch.

Stanislaw Kubicki, Berlin, warned
against thinking that such drugs could

bring about normal sleep. None of the
drugs available today — neither the clas-

sical barbiturates nor tranquillsers — can

induce a normal sleep pattern.

Such a normal sleep is
.
marked by

cyclical ups and downs in the Intensity

of slumber. This can be demonstrated by
electroencephalographs which register

the different brain activities.

Sleep usually becomes less deep
towards morning when three to four so-

called dream phases occur. The electrical

activity in that phase of sleep is similar

to that which prevails at the time of fal-

ling asleep and. which differs only

slightly from being awake.

However in contrast, rapid eye

movements (REM) which are the visible

expression of the sleeper's dreams can also

be registered.

Herr Kubicki stressed that virtually all

sleeping drugs reduce the REM phases

more or less drastically, This is not so
much dependent on the type of drug as

on the dosage.
:

This effect is worrying because resear-

chers have clearly proved in the past few

drugs. In the clinic itself, however, 6S.6

per cent of the patients were given these

sedatives.

A questionnaire filled out by patients

of the Darmstadt Municipal Hospitals .

sheds some light on the purpose of
these drugs.

According to Herr Anschutz, the pa-

tients in these hospitals sleep an average

years that the mere disturbance of
°f 8“ “inut“ P? ni»hA

tl“n t
!
,<*

dream phases can cause severe mental fo a home Qu.te apart from he fact

crjses
that the rigid clime routine deprives the

The importance of dreams for mental P3^ of
[
he|r s

J
eeP* **9 are unable-

and emotional health is also demon- *° J?
ake up ^or

..
lt ^lir‘ng the day either,

strated by the fact that the sleep rhythm
,

.
e

.

m°r® time patients spend

of the menially ill is frequently drasti- &“* m
,

tlleir wards, the more frequent

rally changed are the sleep disturbances. In an average

A normalisation of the Sleep profile
™rd ‘ d°°r is °Pen

,
ed and closed 287

hi the course of an acute psychosis with
tinlas 111 C0l,r

?
e of one day.

a considerably increased frequency of .

T,,e PurPose of tranquillsers in clinics

dream phases is usually the first sign of
18 not oilv to compensate for -lack of

a successful therapy. sleep, but also to assure the peace of the

Even if the normal consumer of siee- ...
’

si'a‘2£“i"Sias t—*,v “ «
SPSl--sss-^S.*5 SStfS-TS BISS!"l‘h

„
e rccl,pen,"ve properties of

of actlia, dura ,ion of hU sleep .

A „. .

p
'

,
. u In such coses it Is necessary to get at

Although, according to Herr kubicki, ^ r00ts of tienl
-

s psJcho
,°
gi(a |

most patients sleep longer after taking
and socia| proble^8 . „ m™, „a(? be

leep Inducer, the t sleep is more rest-
taten int0 consideration that sleep re-

Jess and thcyfeel tired and worn out quirements vaiy from person to personm the morning.
and that they dimmish with age.

When the use of drugs is discontin- While infants need about 16 hours
ued the body tries to balance the deficit sleep (half of which is taken up by
and the dream phases increase markedly dream phasesX old people manage on an
at the expense of deep sleep. In some average of 5 to 6 hours and about 15 per
instances the first REM phase occurs be- cent REM phases. It is thus unnecessary
fore the person concerned has reached to prescribe soporifics in sucli cases,
the phase of deep sleep. The fact that these rules are rarely ob-

This phenomenon, which is known as served is documented by figures pre-
rebound, can prove dangerous - particu- sented by Dirk Stille, Berlin,
larly in the case of heart patients. The Expenditure for tranquillsers and slee-
reason for this is that the vegetative ner- ping pills in the Federal Republic of
voua system is activated during the dream Germany during . 1970 .amounted to
phase which, among other tilings, leads DM191 million; IS per cent of addicts
to a higher pulse rate and higher blood Continued on page 13
pressure. This can
lead to a temporary
contraction of
coronary vessels

which can bring

about spasms in

E
atlents Whose
earts have been

damaged as a result

of a former heart at-

tack. The REM
phase can also bring

about heart rhythm
disturbances. In C
such cases it makes

“

sense to suppress

dream phases by

pharmacological

means. But, accord-

ing to F. Anschutz,

Darmstadt, a ther-

apy must not be

discontinued

abruptly because the §5
damage by the re-

bound effect could

be greater than the

benefit derived from
[

the treatment.

Transquiiisers and
sleeping pills are .

only rarely prescrib-
\

cd for medically

justifiable reasons.

This is particularly

true in the case of Cancer therapy
clinics. The Berlin ^ . . „ .

pharmacologist
p°°tora at tha Katherine Hospital, Stuttgart, are now using this

Helmut Kewitz es- ,

la1e,t ***** ”d
L
a
V,
on equ,PniBnt to cancer. The

(ablishcd that 133
aWfri*u>' 8 *Q-called linear accelerator known as "Mevatrqn",

ner cent of tL t I"*®
by s,aman* fn Wa,nut Creek, California, Is the first of Its

3£i!5ri£
k,nd t0 * ,nsta,,ad ,n tWl country ' It allows doctora tetientsof the Steghtz administer two types of anti-tumour radiation - X-rays andumic in Berlin electrons whereby the strength of the dose can be regulated. The

regular apparatus can cover a large body area at the one time, so that
I7.7,.per cent occe- various cancer growths can be treated simultaneously,
sional users of such fphm

Ceramic teeth may ,

replace dentures,

dentists predict

N o matter how carefully nm,i
metal or plastic, and no matter I®

artfully fitted, dentures are never trah

comfortable for the wearer even once

1

is used to them.

They enable the wearer to chew
ft.

tually normally and improve his looks
well but this was not always so.

George Washington bad a set oi Ifc

teeth made of ivory. But they only sm-

ed to improve his speech, and had lofo

removed while eating.

Dentists have for a long time^
every effort to devise ways and meansd

firmly anchoring artificial teeth.

Roman doctors employed a nlta

cruel method. They pulled the heaJtj

teeth of slaves and transplanted ihetnb

to the jaws of rich people. It is utility

that such- transplants lasted very loq

since experience shows that transplants

teeth are rejected relatively soon.

Only in the past few years have den-

tnl surgeons succeeded by means of p
ticuiarly careful surgery and prepared

in implanting the patient's own teeth

l

cases where they had to be removed ii

medical reasons.

Speaking at the 39th Congress d

German Dental Surgeons, Professor El-

bert Martens reported on more than 100

successful transplants carried out by him

and his team, involving the iinplanrotioa

of more than 100 upper canines.

Tills is a particularly strong tooth

which also contributes a great deal

towards good looks. Unfortunately this

tooth frequently remains stock vtv

jaw because the milk tooth blocks ft

way.

At the Bochum Dental Clinic to

troublesome tooth was extracted, thi

milk tooth dug out of the- jaw and t*

canine implanted in its place.

Wisdom teeth, which frequently W

to break through, thus causing troubk

have also been extracted and used to»

place damaged molars.

But dental surgeons still lack the t*

perience to make a definite stntemnj

concerning the lasting success of m
operations.

Professor Willi Schulte and his

at the Dental Surgery University Chntf

in TUbingen use ceramic roots in os»

to prevent rejection. .

These are implanted Immediately

an extraction. This has become possj*

lately due to the availability of sii^

nium oxide, a substance of great che»^

cal purity which the body accepts- ^
Once these roots have been gwj?

In^o place, they can be topped wjta*

crown and linked with t|ie‘.

other teeth by means of a bridge. ThJ®

Important in case the patient should 8

some
. time

,

have to Wear
dentures. ' .

'

'

: ^
If there are no longer any hsaM

teetli avaijable ;at all, it' is possible V
implant ceramic pegs on yfltich toJ*

chor dentures. ^
.

Asked whether removablfe deahr-

will one day be replaced 'entirely W
ramie pegs and bridge .

tonstrucug;

Professor Scfiulte' said: '“LoofcihliJJ©

misticalty, — and which scientist •.

not be optimistic — at oiir

suits to, date.T cm cer^hmiy say

shall on6 'day 'be able to .
do away,

dentures altogether. But 'ho one can,3

1

when this Will cotne
1

to^pass. f

SCIENCE

Bicentenary of Carl Friedrich Gauss, one

of the world’s greatest mathematicians

C arl Friedrich Gauss, the 19th century’s

foremost mathematician, was born

200 years ago on 30 April 1777, the son of

a Brunswick tradesman.

His mathematical aptitude was in evi-

dence front earliest childhood. As a three-

year old lie corrected an error which lias

father made in calculating the wages of

one of his workers; and in elementary

school he employed a trick in adding in

ihc shortest possible time the number 1 to

60 - a task given to the class by the tea-

cher.

His teacher soon became aware of

Gauss’ talents, which he promoted by

buying books and attempting to teach his

gifted pupil outside the regular curricu-

lum. He suggested to the boy’s parents that

they let the child go beyond mere elemen-

tary cducution.

The parents agreed and Gauss was sent

to a gymnasium (grammar school) in Iris

home town, which he attended from 1788

to 1792. From there he went to a college

from 1792 to 1795.

This was preparatory to entering univer-

sity which Duke Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand

of Brunswick enabled him to attend inG6t-

tingen by granting him generous finan-

cial support. Carl Friedrich Gauss was a

student at Gottingen University front 1795

to 1789.

Despite his great mathematical apti-

tude, Gauss was for a tong time undecided

whether to etioose mathematics or Latin

THE GAME OF KINGS

Cheaa seta manufactured In the best

traditions of this venerable game.

We specialise in chess sets of all

kinds, offering high quality goods

and quick deliveries at very favour-
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philology os his career. The die was cast in

1796 when he discovered the geometrical

construction of a regular 17-cornered

geometrical figure.

He thus managed to solve a problem

which, since the days of antiquity, had oc-

cupied many great mcthcmaticians. This

was soon to be followed by other major

discoveries, and Helmstcdt University

awarded him a doctorate in absentia and

without oral examination on the basis of

ono of his works providing proof of the so-

called fundamental principle of algebra.

According to this principle, the number

of solutions to any algebraic equation

equals the highest power of the unknown
quantity in the equation.

Gauss became world-famous when he

succeeded in calculating the orbit of the

planet Ceres. This planet was discovered

by the Italian astronomer Piazzi in the

night front 31 December 1800 to 1 Janu-

ary 1801.

But after only several weeks Ceres dis-

appeared from sight and would never have

been found again had Gauss not evolved a

new method with which to calculate

orbits.

His fame spread rapidly as a result of

tli is discovery, and a number of universi-

ties made a bid front him, among them St.

Petersburg, GOUingcn and Berlin. Gauss,

however, decided in favour of GGttlngen

where he was appointed Director of the

University Observatory in 1807 - a post

which he retained until his death in 1855.

Carl Friedrich Gauss was instrumental

in solving a great number of mathematical

problems. His work in the field of complex

numbers was particularly outstanding.

Titus, for instance, no figure squared can

be a negative quantity - at least in terms

of conventional mathematics - since

every negative figure multiplied by itself

must be positive.

As a result, there is no such thing as

square roots of negative figures in terms of

normal mathematics. But this does not

mean that, abstractly, one could not imag-

ine mathematical quantities which, if mul-

tiplied by themselves, provide a negative

answer.

But since these contingencies exist only

in the mathematician’s imagination, such

quantities are called “imaginary” figures.

Athough these facts were already

known in Gauss’ time, it is nevertheless to

his credit to have discovered that one can

carry out mathematical operations with re-

gular so-called real and imaginary so-called

complex figures.

A foilow-up of these principles based on
the works of Gauss and other important

mathematicians of the 19th century

showed that many major mathematical

theorems become surprisingly simple and
lucid when expressed in complex rather

than in real figures.

> Carl Friedrich Gauss proved himself ex-

tremely farsighted in his fundamentals of

geometry. We are accustomed to such

truisms as that there are parallel lines and

that the sum total of angles In a triangle is

180 degrees.

But Gauss proved that neither of these

truisms is necessarily true and that there

ore geometrical forms and connections to

which such theorems do not apply. But he
failed to publish his works on this subject,

and as a result the accolades went to other

mathematicians who were feted for having

published the first “Non-Euciidian Geo-
metry”.

But wc know now that Gauss discovered

these facts before others did. Incidentally,

non-Enel idian geometry played a major

role in Einstein’s Theory of Relativity.

There are other fields of mathematics as

well in which Gauss achieved major

breakthroughs. He evolved important theo-

rems on elliptical functions and did far-

reaching work on the theory of numbers,

which was subsequently completed by
later generations of mathematicians.

But Gauss was more than just a mathe-

matician. Apart from his epochal work in

determining the orbits of heavenly bodies

within the realm of astronomy, he also

contributed greatly to other areas of natu-

ral science as for instance by devising a

method for the evaluation of measure-

ments and physical observations.

Gauss was also a great innovator in the

field of land surveying. By means of vari-

ous theoretical and instrumental impro-

vements he succeeded in achievingadegree

of accuracy by far superior to anything

known hitherto. In the field of physics he
was particularly interested in the study of

the earth’s magnetism and in electric

fields.

Together with the physicist Weber,

Gauss devised the world’s first electro-

magnetic telegraph with which he linked

the Gfittinger Observatory with the Insti-

tute of Physics. This was a spectacular

achievement of that era.

Gauss had relatively little direct influ-

ence as a university teacher. He disliked

(Photo: SlenifD;) (Frankfurter Rundsofaauj |
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examined in the course of a psychjatric

research programme used primarily, such

drugs.

Says Herr Stille: “Addiction usually

begins with a doctor's prescriplion.
M

Most sleeping pills can lead to addic-

tion with all the psychosologica I, neuro-

logical and physical side effects.

Although the danger of addiction is

not as pronounced in the case of Va-

lium and similar products as in the case

of barbiturates and some new soporifics

such as Revonal, it is nevertheless grea-

ter than the manufacturers will have us

believe. As Herr StUle put f it:
:

“All

so-called rion-barbilurate 'drugs
;
have

•proved to be traps.”

Many- patients who have become ad-

dicted are embarrassed after a while to

ask their doctors for additional prescript

lions. They usually resort to freely avail-

able drugs which ore dubbed harmless

by the manufacturers.

Particularly dangerous arc bromide

sleeping drugs (Carbroinal, Bromisoval)

of which 115 tons per annum are used

in West Germany..

.
Of a random ^election oF patients in

one of the clinics, 10 per cent had an

excessively high bromide Icvbl, ihdicatr

ing the abuse of such drugs. But whet-

her compulsory prescriptions for these

phannaceuticois will stem the tide re-

mains doubtful as long as doctors con-

tinue to prescribe soporifics readily.
'

' Jtirgen-Peter Stdssel
j

• (SUddeutscha Zeltung. 23 April 1977)

Cart Friedrich Gauss
(Phntot Contt-Press)

lecturing and usually had very few students

willing to listen to him.
As he grew older he gained the reputa-

tion of being “unapproachable”, although

it is hard to Imagine how this could have

been true since most people who knew
him personally described him as friendly

and likeable.

Despite his insignificant direct effect on
future generations. Gauss nevertheless be-

came one of the leading 19th century per

sonalitles in the field of natural science.

The problems with which lie occupied

himself became the central problems of

that era and the detached mattcr-of-fact-

ncss with which he approached any type of

research work became exemplary for the

generations to come. In this way, his effect

has been felt far into the 20th century.

The City and the University of Gflttin-

gen have remained indebted and grateful

to Carl Friedrich Gauss to this day, and
they have upheld the traditions established

by him.

In 1877, Gftttlngen celebrated the
100th anniversary of Gauss’ birth with a
great deal of pomp and ceremony. The ce-

lebrations for the 200th anniversary

began in January with the opening of a

Gauss Exhibition which will subsequently
be shown in Brunswick, Duisburg and
Munich.

The academic feting of one of the

world's greatest mathematical genuises

will take place during the summer semes-

ter. ProfessorFtfixSchmeidler
(Frankfurter Allgemelne Zeltung
fUr Deutschland, 20 April 1977}

Hanover Fair
Continued from page 8

seating for some 20,000; there is a joint

Catliolic-Protestant church centre; and
there are police and fire brigade, phar-

macies, banks, laundries and even a den-

tist. The Post Office lias 25 service

counters at the fairgrounds, staffed by
150 people. Its 30 postmen deliver up to

20,000 items a day.
’

But this city, which is alive for a few
days only, also has it? .Government La-
bour Exchange which was particularly

busy this ye?r since many exhibitors

foiind that it was
,

cheaper to empioy
temporary staff on the spot than .to

bring their oyin, with .all the attendant

expenses,

Acceding to preliminary, estimates,

the Labour^Exchange managed to pro-

vide, some 6,000 temporary job? at {he
fair primarily hostesses ,aqd interpre-

ters. Employers are said to (rave

demanded only the most attractive of
girls and qne of them eyen insisted, that

“Iris girl” change the flowers, |n . hi*

.booth regularly.Eber/iard KrvmmAeuer
'

• (HandalsbUtt, 22 April 1977)
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IMMIGRATION

Loneliness and insecurity typify

the life of migrant workers’ wives

Nearly two million migrant workers

- 1,937,000 to be precise - live

and work in this country. These Gastar-

belter, or “guest workers,” as they are

known in German, include 6Q8.00Q sing-

le and married women.
Shelves of books , have

'

b?en written

abouj.tlie tWo nllllibrt foreign workers

Ail'd'.their p|an$' and problems, but little

liiid so far bfcen' written
1

aijqit t|ic quarter

of a million full-time jiousowiyes' 'srid

motors of usually at least two children.

They have a particularly Mid \\m In

wliiit for them remains a foreign coun-r

try. They speck no German and drC‘ re-

stricted by this elementary handicap tq

(lie immediate family ,circle. They fire

unable to strike up acquaintanceships

outside, the home and have no idea whpt

to do about the problems itheir children

encounter at school. .

‘.they do nqt know how, long they will

(\aVe tO spend In .these strange and un-

aqcilstbmed ' circumstances. They, feel

homesick. They feci afraid. Isolation, in-

security and loneliness are the hallmarks

of their .lives. There 1$ virtually no way

out of what is a vicious circle.

The Federal Ministry of Youth, and

Family Affairs and Health lias now pub-

lished the first corhprehetisWe report' on

the situation of foreign housewives. H
was conducted by the JSO social re-

search institute, SaarbrUcken.

One hundred wives were interviewed.

They were Greeks, Italians, Yugoslavs

and Turks; Twenty-five interviews each

were conducted in Berlin, Baden-

WOrttemberg, North Rhine-Westphalia

and the Saar.

They paint a uniformly depressing

picture. Most housewives come to this

countiy not because they feel life will be

more Interesting here, but . because they

have no economic alternative to accom-

panying their husbands in the search for

higher wages and a better standard of

living.

They come here with not. a word of

German and ho idea of what life will be
like in this country, only to discover

that it is a far cry from life back home.

There is a German proverb to the ef-

fect that everyone boils food in water,

but this is no consolation In the circum-

stances. These women are totally up-
rooted from the Social and personal

background on which we all rely for

stability.

Two out of three, migrant workers’

wives come from villages or small towns
— a rural environment. They arc used to

living as part of a larger family unit in

homes owned by the family.

Their husbands now work; for the

most part, in depressing industrial

towns. The family’s new home Is

cramped and unsatisfactory, neighbours

ore either reserved or frankly hostile.

Unlike other women who come to

this country to work, the housewives

lack the slightest opportunity of making

friends to offset the loss of the' extended

family;

They not only speak little or no Ger-

man, their social background also makes

life more difficult. Convention does not

.allow them to strike up acquaintance-

sliips oytside the family except .yia their

husbands. They are prey to mental ispla-

tion. .'s',

Many of these migrant workers’ .wives

did not even leave their native countries

together with their husbands. They spent

several years. on their.own back home*

and npno of them cherish happy me*
piQries of a time when they were worr-

ied lest thejr marriage might crack up
under the separation.

. .. r»: *• -ill

• They all knew of
1

instances of' broken

marifeges* resulting front' the enforced

Separation, so despite homesickness and

dissatisfootion with life
'

j

ih the foreign

country they prefer to 'stay here as long

as their husbands do.

Which
'
.is a problem; in Itself,

1

of

course. How Ibiig are their husbands

going to. hold dovVn a job here?, In most

areas of tliii cbpiitry
:

residence permits

are only renewed on a temporary basis

for migrant workers.
,

Thoir wives thus live in a state of su-

spended animation. Why try to feel at

home when your, residence permit may
well not. be renewed next time round? -

Since they are unsure how long they

will be staying here they wonder whet-

her U is worthwhile learning German
properly or trying to settle in their new
homes and environments.

This is a particularly unsatisfactory

state of affairs when there are children

of school age In the family; Forty <W the

100 housewives interviewed had children

of school age here.

Most mothers feel it is important for

their children to learn a trade, so they

tend to think in terms of staying here

until their children finish school.

It stands to reason that they are upset

by the thought that they may have to

leave this country before the children

finish their formal education.

Seventeen of the 100 wives, on the

other hand, left the children back home
with relatives to complete their school-

ing in their native countries. But, mot-
hers being mothers, they are worried

about having left the children to fend

for themselves.

They feel they have somehow let their

children down, .their husbands too, since

they are unable to earn a living in this

country and contribute towards the fa-

mily’s savings. They feel they are to

blame for delaying the return home.

Inability to speak German is a crucial

factor, contributing both towards isola-

tion and towards the inability to help

themselves.

Nearly all migrant workers’ wives

coipe to this country without the slight-

est .idea qf liow the German language

worjes. They find it hard tp learn, and
the fault Is by no' means; entirely tneir

own.

. A substantial handicap is that lan-

guage courses do- not take these

women’s educational qualifications - into

account;. Most, ojf them have little formal

education iandare unable to follow con-

ventional courses in German for foreig-

ners.

Nearly a third of the women ques-

tioned cannot even write properly in

their native language. Courses would
have to take this into account and help
them accordingly.

What is more, they usually have chil-

dren they cannot leave alone, but cannot

bring with them either. Yet it would ob-

viously be in the children’s interest if

the mother were able to speak German..

Four out of five interviewees reckoned
they spoke poorer German than their
children of school age. So they are

unable; for
1 instance; to help the children

with their homework.

,To add insult to injury, the children

frequently speak German among them
selves, but are only able to converse

with their mothers in their native lan-

guage. The mother feels excluded and
np longer able to wield parental authori-

ty over the children.

' Children find it easier to adjust to life

in their new country — much easier

than their mothers do. So the. mothers

develop an even bigger inferiority com-
plex.

Possibly the most intractable problem
of all is that the mothers have educa-

tional ideas entirely different to what is

customary In this country. Children

adapt, but their mothers do not.

This is the stuff of which clashes be-

tween children and parents are made.
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The children arc increasingly alienated

from their parents and Vice-versa.
: „

Living conditions are often uqsaii$fit.

toiy too. Both the husband and childm

frequently spend much of their firm

away from home because living-quaiten

arq too cramped. The children do m
have enotigjt room to do their home-

work. Their prospects of doing well a

school are correspondingly poor.

They certoinly do not lead stable^

mily lives, yet the migrant .worked

wives are not particularly keen on rut,

ing a larger apartment because or ifc

additional expense.

If the family were to rent a larpr

apartment, they argue, they would

cely be able to make ends meet, kj

alone save anything. Which- brliigs tho

back to square one. They feel that Ug

being 'here is an unnecessary

when they might' be earning monq.li

must be a terrible feeling.

IngeborgUk

(Frankfurter Rundschau, 23 April I9H|

Bonn rapped over

plans to impose

migrant family quotas

STUTTGARTER
NACHRICHTEN

Attempts by the Bonn government c

counter the influx of migrant wort-

era and their families by imposing quo-

tas or restrictions on families reunite

seem bound to have foreign policy

repercussions.
' The. Churches arc strongly opposed to

fan impending immigration ban on six-

teen- and seven teen-yeai-olto, viViufa

they claim is not only In contravene

of Basic Law, but: also runs counter n -

the Helsinki Agreement.

!
Herbert Becher, legal spokesman Id

the Federal Republic episcopal emin-

ence, Is convinced that not only tlf

West, but also the East will Incluif

freedom of travel on the agenda of IN

Helsinki follow-up conference in W
grade. >

! Herr Bechcris arguments fall into tw

categories. The premises on which au-

rent policy on migrant workers is

ore either Inadequate or misleading,

«

claims. What is more, the Inference

drawn arc both dangerous ond inhume

• — All population trend forecashF

no further than the mid-eighties. TO

thus ignore the period during which ts

declining birth rate will make its

sence fully felt on the labour market-

By 1988 at the latest, the Bonn l>
r

bour Ministry, concedes, supply will*

longer exceed demand on the

market. “We will then be paying
“

nuses tor. signing on migrant

again ” Herbert Becher maintains.

,

i The much-vaunted shortfall of^
and a half, million jobs by 1985 is

on the assumption that Germans

accept the jobs . vacated ; by rote1*

.

workers.

i Herbert Becher reckons tliis ossw
lion

-

is unrealistic. UnemployrnW" .

high among office workers, a category®

which migrant workers hardly cotfjw

with Germans.
. But- are Germans;|W

to take on jobs os hotel portertjp”:
by migrant workers?

' ‘ 1
'

-

:

• iLj
- By the end of the century;*

king working population, will have!,

foot the bill for an unprecedented fljja

ber of pensioners. Only, migrant wortJl
insurance contributions can soften'®?

blow, particularly as most migrant

.. _
Continued on page IB.

. . »

j
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SPORT

New-style Karate fighters don’t

believe in pulling their punches

Boxers in tiie Federal Republic of

Germany have had some competi-

tion as of late, in the form of the Kara-

tekas, a 1,000-member splinter group of

the “Fighters with Empty Hands” (the

literal meaning of the Japanese word

Karate).

The Karatekas have become fed up

with the fact that theirs is only a sha-

dow fight and that they can only simu-

late attacks, stopping short of the target

in order to avoid inflicting injury.

Quite a few athletes believed that

they were cheated out of the fruits of

their hard training when referees made

wrong decisions. After all, they argued,

the evaluation of techniques is of neces-

sity subjective since there arc no objec-

tive criteria such ns knocking the oppo-

nent out.

The new move began in the United

States where Karate fighters turned their

Continued from page 14

ers arc gainfully employed and very few

ure of pensionable age.

Foreign nationals account (or a mure
I S per cent of pensioners at present,

whereas fifteen per cent of Federal Re-

public nationals are pensioners.

— Mention is invariably made of four

million foreign residents, but only half

are migrant workers as currently under-

stood. The four million include a good

million Austrians, Dutch and Britons,

not to mention 600,000 Italians, who
enjoy the some rights as people bom
and bred in this country by virtue of

their membership of the Common
Market.

There are a good 300,000 foreign re-

sidents married to Germans, for that

matter. They too enjoy full rights.

This leaves a mere 2.1 million Spa-

niards and Portuguese, Yugoslavs, Greeks

and Turks — the nationalities generally

categorised as (Jasfarbe/fer, or .guest

workers.

The conditions to which the granting

of an unlimited residence permit are to

be subject seem likely to be stiffened,

and “bona fide” migrant workers will

probably have to pay a steep price for

the privilege. >

Thus Herbert Becher feels sure of

himself when ho forecasts the shape of

things to come as being that people in

this country will be led to believe that

the country is in danger of being over-

run by foreigners, while migrant workers

who cannot simply be thrown out will

tic so harassed by ted tape that they will

opt tp leave, of their own accord.
,

..

,

Herr Becher reminds the government
that a joint Federal and state govern-

ment commtslon has advised this country
to maintain as low a profile as possible

in persuading foreign nationals to return

home.

" Konrad Adam/dpQ 5

:

(Stuttgarter Nachrlchten, 21 April 1977)

backs on the traditional forms of the

sport.

As a result, the spiritual meaning

of this Far Eastern form of duel, which

revolves around self-discipline and re-

spect for the opponent as a partner, be-

came secondary.

Protected by plastic and foam rubber

hand and foot guards as well as face

guard, Karatekas now actually have a go

at each other and no longer just “play”

at Karate.

As was inevitable, tlie new fad also

found its way to Europe. This new type

of Karate is exercised in two contest

forms, namely as light-contact and as

full-contact Karate.

In thp light-contact version blows to

the body may be dealt while those to

the head ore only simulated. Foot and

hand guards are worn in this type of

Karate.

As in the traditional style, the empha-

sis in light-contact Karate also lies on

the demonstration of techniques. It is

the execution and not the effect of these

techniques which is evaluated.

But this was not enough for some Ka-

ratekas. They were no longer satisfied

with breaking bricks or planks, but wan-

ted to demonstrate the power behind

their blows on a live opponent.

T>j l his end they created full -con tael

Karate which permits blows and kicks

to the head and the objective of which

is to fell the opponent. As in boxing,

the fighting time is divided into rounds

and the felled opponent is counted out.

Karate purists view this trend with re-

vulsion since contact Karate falsifies the

meaning of the sport. The differences

Karatekas in action (Photo: SveoSlnion)

are so pronounced on questions of prin-

ciple. .

The umbrella Karate organisation in

the Federal Republic of Germany is now
awarding two titles, namely for traditio-

nal Karate and for light-contact Karate.

The full-contact adherents have for-

med yet another association: the Ger-

man section of the World All-Style Ka-

rate Organisation whose work centres on
Berlin.

During a Hanover tournament the or-

ganiser came to realise that this type of

Karate is closely related to boxing. Clean

Karate techniques can no longer be exe-

cuted due to the hand and foot guards.

They h ive therefore been replaced by a

sequence of blows similar to those dealt

in boxing.

The American Al Dacascos, one of

the world’s foremost Karate pros, now
living and teaching in Hamburg, attribu-

tes this development to inadequate pre-

paration on the part of the German
fighters.

24 wins for top fencer

Alexander Pusch

T his country’s “epee miracle” conti-

nues. Not only has the A national

team consisting of Alexander Pusch,
1

- Reinhold Behr, Hanns Jana (all from

Tauberbischofsheim) and Volker Fischer.

(Munich) — but without its captain. Dr
Jtirgen Hehn (Tauberbischofsheim) —
won the third seven-nation tournament

of epee fencers for the second time sin-1

ce 1975 (and that only one w6ek after

winning the Europe • Cup in
.
Heiden-:

helm), but Emil Beck’s second team is:

also top drawer.

The Federal Republic of Germany’s B'

team with the juniors Christian Adrians'
1 (OsnabrilckX Manfred • Beckmann
(Waldkirch/TauberbischofshcimX Elmar 1

and • Igor ’ BomfMnh (Tnuberbisohofs-

;

heim) and the second best ‘German epfie;

.,
fencer Gerd Opgenorth (Zhlpich).achle-i

ved four victories against th6 Soviet'

Union and were defeated 1 three tithes byj

that 'dountry, thus being relegated toi • - Miw^unri^avn
fourth place .only because the Soviets!

. .(kiioj svwfiiinon)
managed to rack up three Individual vie- . : . , \

*’ ‘

' .

tones mdre thart this country’s new! zerland and Rurtlbnia. is tHaf the juniQrs

,blood. ' ichieved victories wjtefe. the Mohtfeql

The amazing thirig" about this team,) Silver Medallists suffered tlielr only ’dg-

which .out-performed Italy, Britain, Swit- feat, ... *

Says he: “We in America train for

more than six months prior to a big

fight whereas in Germany two to three

weeks must suffice.”

The apprehension about possible inju-

ries being caused by full-contact Karate

lias been dispelled by the Hanover Me-
dical Service - for the time being any-

way. What tlie medics treated were

primarily minor injuries similar to those

sustained in other types of sport. But Dr
Michael Draumanu, Hanover, suggested

that safety regulations similar to those

in boxing be declared mandatory.

A KO’d boxer is automatically barred

from the ring for a certain period where-

as in full-contact Karate a knockcd-out

fightci can be buck on the mat only hall

an hour later.

The credibility of this type of Karate

will be measured by the seriousness of
its adherents’ efforts to safeguard the

athletes’ health.

Claus Beissner
(Frankfurter Altgemelne Zoltung
fUr Deutschland, 2 1 April 1977)

But rarely has a defeat been accepted

with such joy as this 7-8 score against

the same team which, only a week ear-

lier, fencing under the name of Dynamo
'

Tallin, was wiped out by the Tauberbi-

schofsheimera while about to win the
• Europa Cub in Heidenheiin, ^ :• .

The Franconian fencing -'favourites

fought -yhliantly for every hit although

they .were hopelessly behind and finally

•managed to achieve _ seven victories

against the USSR — enough to put them
' on a par With Hungary and relegate the

, latter country to second place (414-421
for Germany AJ, ,

*-. The fact .that tills- country’s .young
' blood djd not ear^r even more laurels

was only due to the narrow 7—9 defeat?,

against Hungary and Rumania — defeats

which could; have been avoided had the,

boys hot
;

had. to. make up'* for so much
lost .time. /
World champion Alexqnder Pusch,,

w{ip, with his 24"victories, ws§ (lie yridst,

• outstanding Individual T^nccr.v was in
i the lead againt :foUow(cd by -Sartdor J?rdtts

;
: (HuhgaryX apd. froris LukortiSki (USSR),
,'with

:
I8 victories and Francois Sudho-

liecjd (Switzerland) with 17. \1‘-

-. .. Of thC;! Qbrtnon, fencers, apart from
Alexander Piiscii, thq following managed:

ito Collect victories:' Volker Fischer and
Christian Adrians (15 cach\ Gcrd Op-/

;. ; gfch'drth (1 4X Rejnhold Behr. 03), Elmat
potfpianh 02) and Hanris Jana (11).

.in (Fr»a.kfiHl9r Rundschau,-29 April 1977)


